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1 The CyberTools Catalog Search 
 
 
 
1.1 Introduction to Searching the Library's Catalog 
 
You may search the library's catalog with the tool and display of your choice.  You can perform a 
straightforward keyword search, find a title's location and call number, and then run over to the 
location and use the item. Or, you can search the library's catalog many different ways, including 
browse the collection or new acquisitions, and saving your search results for titles of interest.  
You can sort your saved results and then express them in many different formats, including 
bibliographies. Alternatively, you can take direct action with many of your saved results by 
launching into a rich world of electronic resources such as online journals, images, electronic 
books, URLs, etc.   
 
Since each person searches a database differently, two distinct search interfaces are available:   
 
     - Simple  
     - Power  
   
Although these windows share behavior and functionality, the differences are apparent.  Simple 
has the minimum features for searching, and is designed for rapid use for the infrequent user.  
Power has a similar design as Simple, but aggregates search results for user manipulation.   
 
A future release of this product will include a Boolean search window.   
 
1.2 Format of this Manual 
 
This manual may appear in a traditional paper format, as an HTML document, as Windows Help, 
or as context sensitive help.  The first three formats utilize a variety of formatting rules and 
associated fonts that are discussed here.   
 
Normal free text discussion is in a proportional font, typically Times Roman.   
 
Any line that starts with punctuation or contains more than two contiguous space characters uses 
a mono font (a.k.a. fixed font), typically Courier.  This is to facilitate the display of lists, 
schematics, pseudo-window displays, etc.   
 
Titles are bold.   
 
Text fields and other objects (radio buttons, push buttons, etc.) report some attributes (character 
length, mandatory, tab stop, etc.,) in an italicized font.   
 
Field and object attributes selection choices use a second mono font. 
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A Window image appears either as a bitmap graphic or a character text display enclosed in a box 
of character lines such as:   
 
 
            ----------------------------------- 
            |        Window Title             |  
            |                                 |  
            |  Field Label: ___________       |  
            |                                 |  
            |  [ ] Check Box Object           |  
            |                                 |  
            |  ( ) Radio Button Object        |  
            |                                 |  
            |   [Push Button Object]          |  
            |                                 |  
            ----------------------------------- 
   
   
Numbers may appear on or near the objects.  These numbers correlate to the textual 
documentation which follows the window display.   
 
1.3 How to Search the Library's Catalog 
 
A user specifies a word, a number of words or the beginnings of words for searching, and selects 
an appropriate database to search. For example, a user might enter the words "low back pain" 
and select a Search By of "Keyword(s)".   
 
The software finds matches for all of the user's words (i.e., an implicit Boolean AND), and 
displays the search results according to the user's Display Properties.  In the Search Results 
window, the user marks works to further investigate.   
 
The Search Results window's data are sorted two ways.  The works with words which most 
directly match the Search For words are shown first.  Within a group of works with the same 
matching words, the newest publications are shown first.   
 
While in the Search Results window, if the user selects one or more records and then chooses 
function Details, then each selected work exposes its own information more fully, including the 
data on this list:   
 
     - author  
     - title  
     - subject  
     - publisher notes  
     - librarian notes  
     - links, including online publications, images, & URLs  
     - copies, locations, and circulation status  
   
The user may proceed with any of these options:   
 
     - link to additional materials, including the web;   
     - browse the collection to see similarly classified works;   
     - access Volume/Issue history if the work is a journal;   
     - print the Detail data (if allowed);   
     - look at the data in library MARC format;   
     - return to Search Results to gather more works;   
     - return to the Main Search window.  
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In the Power Search, selected Search Results become Saved Results which can then be 
manipulated as a group.  Saved Results may be sorted by author, title, or location, and be 
expressed in a variety of output formats. Saved Results can then be reviewed and optionally 
saved to disk, printed, or e-mailed.  Please note that the Simple Search does not allow the above 
manipulation.   
 
1.4 Function Names and Window Titles Design 
 
Each window has numerous functions available.  Each function is represented by a push button.  
Whenever a function is selected (i.e., a push button is pressed), the resulting window's title bears 
the former push button's function name.  Furthermore, the new window has a function (push 
button) which bears a similar name to the previous window.  For example, window "Main Catalog 
Search, Simple" has a push button called "Search Now".  When "Search Now" is pressed, and if 
matches are found in the catalog, then the subsequent window's title is "Search Results ...".  
Furthermore, the new "Search Results..." window has a push button "Main" which returns the 
user to the "Main Catalog Search, Simple" window.   
 
The design goal is to build mental glue between the push buttons and the resulting windows.   
 
 
1.5 Main Catalog Search, Simple 
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1.6 Fields:  Main Catalog Search, Simple 
 
 
 
1.6.1 Field 1 Organizational Library Name:   50 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To identify the organization name of the library.   
 
1.6.2 Field 2 Working:   60 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the message "Working" while the server performs the search.   
 
1.6.3 Field 3 Function Keys 
 
1.6.4 Field 4 Search for Words:   100 characters 
 
Purpose:  To specify any number of words or truncated words for a search.   
 
Format:  The words must separated by the space character. No wild card or Boolean characters, 
i.e., no "+", "*", quote characters, etc.   
 
Discussion:  Any number of words, or beginning of words, (hereinafter tokens) may be specified 
for the search.  Each token must occur in a work for that work to be displayed in the search 
results.  Once the tokens are entered, a variety of Search Properties may be applied to effect the 
search behavior.  For example, option Expand tells the software to expand each token into all 
possible matching words.  For example, the word "low" can expand to "lowbury", "lowder", 
"lowdermilk", "lowe", "lowell", "lowenberg", "lowenkopf", "lowenstein", "lowenthal", "lower", 
"lowered", "lowery", "lowinson", "lowitz", "lowman", "lown", lownes", "lowney", "lowrey", "lowrie", 
"lowry", and "lowy".   
 
Once the tokens are created, the Search By value tests the tokens against a specified database 
for matches.  Discovered matches display in the brief Search Results window.  The Search 
Results window contents are also selectable.  From the Search Results window, works are 
selected for either Details presentation and/or Saved Results (except for the Simple Search).   
 
All searches ignore capitalization, punctuation, final "s", "a", "an", "and", and "the".  The order of 
the words is usually ignored.  The software starts searching the token with the fewest 
occurrences, and matches the remaining tokens to the search results.  In other words, all of the 
words must be found in the database record for that record to be displayed.  
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1.6.5 Field 5 Search Window Controls:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To take action on this window.   
 
Format:  It is a push button selection.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Search Now 
Clear Search 
Display Recent Arrivals 
Properties... 
Change Search Method... 
Help... 
Options... 
Close 
 
Discussion:   
 
Search Now applies the "Search for" words to the specified "Search by" database, and displays 
the results in the "Search Results..." window.   
 
Clear Search will erase the "Search for" field and restore all of the default settings.   
 
Recent Arrivals ignores the search terms and displays the most recent acquisitions or serial 
issues.  This could be called the "What's New" function.   
 
Properties opens a second window where the search and display properties may be modified.  
This resulting window has its own documentation which shall not be reproduced here.   
 
Change Search allows the user to select either simpler or more powerful (and complex) search 
interfaces.  More powerful search interfaces also include more powerful results manipulation.   
 
Help displays the manual for this software.   
 
Close terminates the session.   
 
Options include various non-search related functions.  Depending on the library, not all of the 
following options will be available.  The Options are Interest Notification and Account, and they 
are documented below.   
 
Interest Notification creates a patron interest profile.  The profile has two components:  subject 
headings of interest and serial titles of interest.  When a new work arrives at the library and it 
matches a patron's interest, then the patron receives notification of that new work.  For example, 
if a patron has an interest in new works regarding HIV, the patron may select the subject HIV and 
optionally all of its related subjects (e.g., HIV-1, HIV-2, etc.).  If a patron desires to read the 
journal CELL as soon as it arrives, the patron may specify journal CELL issue notification.   
 
Account allows a patron to change name and address information, and view loans, holds, and 
fines statuses.  Account may also allow renewal of borrowed items.  
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1.6.6 Field 6 Exact Word(s):   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  Exact Word(s) restricts the search to finding works with all of the Search word(s).  The 
software might convert the words from plural to singular, correct for diphthongs, and a few other 
simple corrections to improve the search.  This is referred to as normalization, or normalizing the 
search.  A work has to contain all of the words exactly, but not in order.  For example, if the 
search is "low back pain", then any work with "low back pain" or "pain, low back" would find its 
way into the Search Results.  Conversely, "lower back pain" would not qualify for Search Results.   
 
If Exact Word(s) is deselected, then the software finds every word variation found in the database 
for each token in the Search.  For example, given the terms "low back pain", the software will now 
find "lower" and "back" and "pain", "lower" and "backache" and "painful", etc.   
 
Format:  It is a check box selection. Toggle the check on or off with a mouse click, or by pressing 
the space bar.   
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 
Menu Values: 
Exact Word(s) 
 
 
1.6.7 Field 7 Type of Search to Perform:   30 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To determine the database to apply the Search For words.  Each database has slightly 
different implicit search mechanics.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection.   
 
Table Values: 
 
Keywords 
Authors 
Titles 
Journal Titles 
Subject Headings 
Enhanced Subject Headings 
Numbers 
 
Discussion:   
 
The terms at this library may differ from this documentation, but will be similar in concepts.   
 
Search By Keywords searches a database that includes all author names, forms, subjects, and 
titles.  For example, the search "twain finn videocassette" will find all works of Huckleberry Finn 
by Mark Twain on videocassette.   
 
Search By Authors assumes the format "Last Name,First Name", or any corporate name.  For 
example, "Twain,Mark" or "American Medical Association" would be valid names.  Selecting an 
author results in displaying the author's works.   
 
Search By Titles searches match all works containing the search words.  This search will attempt 
to first match titles using the search words' order.  If that attempt fails, the software will match 
regardless of word order.  
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Search By Journal Titles is a convenience item which is literally converted to Search By Title and 
Material Type Serials (Journals).   
 
Search By Subject Headings attempts to match the words to the subject heading database using 
the search words' order.  If that attempt fails, the software will match regardless of word order.  
Selecting a specific subject first yields a list of Subject Qualifiers to narrow the search, and then 
displays the matching works.  Only subjects with citations are displayed.  This function includes 
the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terms, but does not include the special functions found in 
Enhanced Subject Headings.   
 
Search By Enhanced Subject Headings, is similar to prior function (Subject Headings), but it 
shows all subject headings, i.e., including those with no citations in this database.  It also takes 
full advantage of the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) database published by the National 
Library of Medicine.  MeSH is a controlled, or a standardized, vocabulary of medical terms.  
MeSH reduces the number of applicable words thus empowers communication.  For example, 
rather than allowing phrases "cancer of the mouth", "mouth cancer", "oncology of the mouth", or 
any of these variations, MeSH instead standardizes to "Mouth Neoplasms".  Furthermore, these 
terms have relationships which can be exploited in the MeSH Tree.  For example, Mouth 
Neoplasms falls under Head and Neck Neoplasms.  Mouth Neoplasms has a number of 
subordinate terms such as Gingival Neoplasms, Leukoplakia, and Lip Neoplasms, etc.  Mouth 
Neoplasms has no "See Related" references, but many terms do.   
 
   
Search By Enhanced Subject Headings also differs from the simpler Subject Headings in that the 
former only allows a single subject to be selected.  This is due to the nature of these additional 
functions:   
 
     - function Define displays the Subject Headings definition  
       and notes;   
     - function Tree displays the MeSH terms relationships;   
     - function Explode traverses the MeSH tree for terms with  
       citations, and displays them for Subject Selection. It  
       also transverses any subject heading (MeSH or Library of  
       Congress) references to See Related Subject.   
   
   
Search By Numbers checks for a work by:   
 
     - this library's call number;   
     - Library of Congress (LC) Number;   
     - ISBN or ISSN;   
     - OCLC Number;   
     - this library's database Bibliographic Number.   
   
Function Number may be used with the search property Expand Word(s), e.g., to view a range of 
call numbers.  
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1.6.8 Field 8 Material Type Filter:   40 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To restrict the search to works of a specific physical representation or medium.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection from the Material Types list.   
 
Discussion:  Although nearly all data about a work is indexed and thus searchable, all librarians 
who create the bibliographic databases do not always use the same phrases to describe similar 
things.  For example, a videocassette might be called any one of the following:   
 
     videocassette  
     video recording  
     VHS  
   
This software has aggregated similar phrases to improve search results.  Selecting one of the 
listed phrases should cover most common variations.   
 
Depending on the library, some Material Types will include subordinate types.  For example, a 
library might build this list so that it has a type called "A/V Audio Visual" which could include video 
and audio-cassettes.  The library could also separately track Material Types "Videocassette" and 
"Audiocassette", even though these two types are already included in "A/V Audio Visual".  
Therefore, a videocassette would sort as both "A/V Audio Visual" and "Videocassette".   
 
Why apply both "A/V Audio Visual" and "Videocassette" to one work? Sometimes a patron wants 
to find just a videocassette, and sometimes a patron is interested in any visual representation.  
Applying more than one attribute to the item can improve searching results.   
 
1.6.9 Field 9 Catalog:   42 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  In a system with multiple catalogs, this field specifies the catalog to search.  Or, the 
field may specify All Catalogs to perform a union search across all databases.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection.   
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1.7 Introduction to the Power Search 
 
The Power Main Catalog Search window's design is similar to Simple's.  The significant 
difference is that the Power Search automatically aggregates all search results.  The collected 
results may then be further manipulated.  The list may be refined or extended, and then output 
with a variety of sorts and formats.   
 
1.8 How to Search the Library's Catalog 
 
A user specifies a word, a number of words or the beginnings of words for searching, and selects 
an appropriate database to search. For example, a user might enter the words "low back pain" 
and select a Search By of "Keyword(s)".   
 
The software finds matches for all of the user's words (i.e., an implicit Boolean AND), and 
displays the search results according to the user's Display Properties.  In the Search Results 
window, the user marks works to further investigate.   
 
The Search Results window's data are sorted two ways.  The works with words which most 
directly match the Search For words are shown first.  Within a group of works with the same 
matching words, the newest publications are shown first.   
 
While in the Search Results window, if the user selects one or more records and then chooses 
function Details, then each selected work exposes its own information more fully, including the 
data on this list:   
 
     - author  
     - title  
     - subject  
     - publisher notes  
     - librarian notes  
     - links, including online publications, images, & URLs  
     - copies, locations, and circulation status  
   
The user may proceed with any of these options:   
 
     - link to additional materials, including the web;   
     - browse the collection to see similarly classified works;   
     - access Volume/Issue history if the work is a journal;   
     - print the Detail data (if allowed);   
     - look at the data in library MARC format;   
     - return to Search Results to gather more works;   
     - return to the Main Search window.   
   
In the Power Search, selected Search Results become Saved Results which can then be 
manipulated as a group.  Saved Results may be sorted by author, title, or location, and be 
expressed in a variety of output formats. Saved Results can then be reviewed and optionally 
saved to disk, printed, or e-mailed.  Please note that the Simple Search does not allow the above 
manipulation.   
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1.9 Main Catalog Search, Power 
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1.10 Fields:  Main Catalog Search, Power 
 
 
 
1.10.1 Field 1 Organizational Library Name:   50 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To identify the organization name of the library.   
 
1.10.2 Field 2 Count of Saved Results:   30 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  This field dynamically displays the number of titles in Saved Results.   
 
1.10.3 Field 3 Working:   60 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the message "Working" while the server performs the search.   
 
1.10.4 Field 4 Function Keys 
 
1.10.5 Field 5 Search for Words:   80 characters 
 
Purpose:  To specify any number of words or truncated words for a search.   
 
Format:  The words must separated by the space character. No wild card or Boolean characters, 
i.e., no "+", "*", quote characters, etc.   
 
Discussion:  Any number of words, or beginning of words, (hereinafter tokens) may be specified 
for the search.  Each token must occur in a work for that work to be displayed in the search 
results.  Once the tokens are entered, a variety of Search Properties may be applied to effect the 
search behavior.  For example, option Expand tells the software to expand each token into all 
possible matching words.  For example, the word "low" can expand to "lowbury", "lowder", 
"lowdermilk", "lowe", "lowell", "lowenberg", "lowenkopf", "lowenstein", "lowenthal", "lower", 
"lowered", "lowery", "lowinson", "lowitz", "lowman", "lown", lownes", "lowney", "lowrey", "lowrie", 
"lowry", and "lowy".   
 
Once the tokens are created, the Search By value tests the tokens against a specified database 
for matches.  Discovered matches display in the brief Search Results window.  The Search 
Results window contents are also selectable.  From the Search Results window, works are 
selected for either Details presentation and/or Saved Results (except for the Simple Search).   
 
All searches ignore capitalization, punctuation, final "s", "a", "an", "and", and "the".  The order of 
the words is usually ignored.  The software starts searching the token with the fewest 
occurrences, and matches the remaining tokens to the search results.  In other words, all of the 
words must be found in the database record for that record to be displayed.   
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1.10.6 Field 6 Search Window Controls:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To take action on this window.   
 
Format:  It is a push button selection.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Search Now 
Clear Search 
Display Recent Arrivals 
Properties... 
Change Search Method... 
Help... 
Options... 
Close 
 
 
Discussion:   
 
Search Now applies the "Search for" words to the specified "Search by" database, and displays 
the results in the "Search Results..." window.   
 
Clear Search will erase the "Search for" field and restore all of the default settings.   
 
Recent Arrivals ignores the search terms and displays the most recent acquisitions or serial 
issues.  This could be called the "What's New" function.   
 
Properties opens a second window where the search and display properties may be modified.  
This resulting window has its own documentation which shall not be reproduced here.   
 
Change Search allows the user to select either simpler or more powerful (and complex) search 
interfaces.  More powerful search interfaces also include more powerful results manipulation.   
 
Help displays the manual for this software.   
 
Close terminates the session.   
 
Options include various non-search related functions.  Depending on the library, not all of the 
following options will be available.  The Options are Interest Notification and Account, and they 
are documented below.   
 
Interest Notification creates a patron interest profile.  The profile has two components:  subject 
headings of interest and serial titles of interest.  When a new work arrives at the library and it 
matches a patron's interest, then the patron receives notification of that new work.  For example, 
if a patron has an interest in new works regarding HIV, the patron may select the subject HIV and 
optionally all of its related subjects (e.g., HIV-1, HIV-2, etc.).  If a patron desires to read the 
journal CELL as soon as it arrives, the patron may specify journal CELL issue notification.   
 
Account allows a patron to change name and address information, and view loans, holds, and 
fines statuses.  Account may also allow renewal of borrowed items.   
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1.10.7 Field 7 Exact Word(s):   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  Exact Word(s) restricts the search to finding works with all of the Search word(s).  The 
software might convert the words from plural to singular, correct for diphthongs, and a few other 
simple corrections to improve the search.  This is referred to as normalization, or normalizing the 
search.  A work has to contain all of the words exactly, but not in order.  For example, if the 
search is "low back pain", then any work with "low back pain" or "pain, low back" would find its 
way into the Search Results.  Conversely, "lower back pain" would not qualify for Search Results.   
 
If Exact Word(s) is deselected, then the software finds every word variation found in the database 
for each token in the Search.  For example, given the terms "low back pain", the software will now 
find "lower" and "back" and "pain", "lower" and "backache" and "painful", etc.   
 
Format:  It is a check box selection. Toggle the check on or off with a mouse click, or by pressing 
the space bar.   
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 
Menu Values: 
Exact Word(s) 
 
1.10.8 Field 8 Type of Search to Perform:   30 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To determine the database to apply the Search For words.  Each database has slightly 
different implicit search mechanics.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection.   
 
Table Values: 
 
Keywords 
Authors 
Titles 
Journal Titles 
Subject Headings 
Enhanced Subject Headings 
Numbers 
 
Discussion:   
 
The terms at this library may differ from this documentation, but will be similar in concepts.   
 
Search By Keywords searches a database that includes all author names, forms, subjects, and 
titles.  For example, the search "twain finn videocassette" will find all works of Huckleberry Finn 
by Mark Twain on videocassette.   
 
Search By Authors assumes the format "Last Name,First Name", or any corporate name.  For 
example, "Twain,Mark" or "American Medical Association" would be valid names.  Selecting an 
author results in displaying the author's works.   
 
Search By Titles searches match all works containing the search words.  This search will attempt 
to first match titles using the search words' order.  If that attempt fails, the software will match 
regardless of word order.  
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Search By Journal Titles is a convenience item which is literally converted to Search By Title and 
Material Type Serials (Journals).   
 
Search By Subject Headings attempts to match the words to the subject heading database using 
the search words' order.  If that attempt fails, the software will match regardless of word order.  
Selecting a specific subject first yields a list of Subject Qualifiers to narrow the search, and then 
displays the matching works.  Only subjects with citations are displayed.  This function includes 
the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terms, but does not include the special functions found in 
Enhanced Subject Headings.   
 
Search By Enhanced Subject Headings, is similar to prior function (Subject Headings), but it 
shows all subject headings, i.e., including those with no citations in this database.  It also takes 
full advantage of the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) database published by the National 
Library of Medicine.  MeSH is a controlled, or a standardized, vocabulary of medical terms.  
MeSH reduces the number of applicable words thus empowers communication.  For example, 
rather than allowing phrases "cancer of the mouth", "mouth cancer", "oncology of the mouth", or 
any of these variations, MeSH instead standardizes to "Mouth Neoplasms".  Furthermore, these 
terms have relationships which can be exploited in the MeSH Tree.  For example, Mouth 
Neoplasms falls under Head and Neck Neoplasms.  Mouth Neoplasms has a number of 
subordinate terms such as Gingival Neoplasms, Leukoplakia, and Lip Neoplasms, etc.  Mouth 
Neoplasms has no "See Related" references, but many terms do.   
 
   
Search By Enhanced Subject Headings also differs from the simpler Subject Headings in that the 
former only allows a single subject to be selected.  This is due to the nature of these additional 
functions:   
 
     - function Define displays the Subject Headings definition  
       and notes;   
     - function Tree displays the MeSH terms relationships;   
     - function Explode traverses the MeSH tree for terms with  
       citations, and displays them for Subject Selection. It  
       also transverses any subject heading (MeSH or Library of  
       Congress) references to See Related Subject.   
   
   
Search By Numbers checks for a work by:   
 
     - this library's call number;   
     - Library of Congress (LC) Number;   
     - ISBN or ISSN;   
     - OCLC Number;   
     - this library's database Bibliographic Number.   
   
Function Number may be used with the search property Expand Word(s), e.g., to view a range of 
call numbers.   
 
1.10.9 Field 9 Material Type Filter:   40 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To restrict the search to works of a specific physical representation or medium.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection from the Material Types list.  
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Discussion:  Although nearly all data about a work is indexed and thus searchable, all librarians 
who create the bibliographic databases do not always use the same phrases to describe similar 
things.  For example, a videocassette might be called any one of the following:   
 
     videocassette  
     video recording  
     VHS  
   
This software has aggregated similar phrases to improve search results.  Selecting one of the 
listed phrases should cover most common variations.   
 
Depending on the library, some Material Types will include subordinate types.  For example, a 
library might build this list so that it has a type called "A/V Audio Visual" which could include video 
and audio-cassettes.  The library could also separately track Material Types "Videocassette" and 
"Audiocassette", even though these two types are already included in "A/V Audio Visual".  
Therefore, a videocassette would sort as both "A/V Audio Visual" and "Videocassette".   
 
Why apply both "A/V Audio Visual" and "Videocassette" to one work? Sometimes a patron wants 
to find just a videocassette, and sometimes a patron is interested in any visual representation.  
Applying more than one attribute to the item can improve searching results.   
 
1.10.10 Field 10 Saved Results:   70 characters, multiple 
 
Purpose:  This is a list of the titles selected from the Search Results.  The list is shown in the 
telnet and Java OPAC, but not in the HTML OPAC.  The list is accessed by functions [Review], 
[Preview], [Print], [E-mail], [Hold], and [Clear All].   
 
Examples of a list displayed in the telnet or Java OPAC:   
 
 Biological rhythms and endocrine function : / [proceedings of.../  
 Circadian rhythms and the human / 1981, Minors, D. S.             
 Aging and biological rhythms / 1978, Samis, Harvey V.        
 
1.10.11 Field 11 Saved Results Functions:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To output or remove titles saved from searching.   
 
Format:  It is a push button selection.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Review 
Preview 
Print 
E-mail 
Hold 
Clear All 
 
Discussion:   
 
[Review] displays all of the works saved in Saved Results.  The display is according to the "Sort 
by" designation of Title, Author, or Location.  Review pulls the works into the Search Display 
format where the user marks individual works for removal from Saved Results.  
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[Preview] formats the Saved Results according to the user specified Saved Results Formats, and 
then displays the data to the workstation.  Browsers receive HTML data, Microsoft Windows 
opens Notepad text, and telnet sessions view a pleasant scrolling text window.  Of course, the 
browsers and Windows can save the data to disk and then manipulate it.   
 
[Print] sends the data to an appropriate printer.  Browsers without Java permissions simply 
receive HTML text which can then be instructed to print.  Browsers with Java permissions utilize 
the workstation's default printer if the browser permissions are set up correctly.   
 
[E-mail] sends the Saved Results to the e-mail addressee.   
 
[Hold] places all of the titles in Saved Results on hold for the patron to pick up.  Placing titles on 
hold is subject to the library's rules regarding holds, e.g., a patron's account cannot be expired or 
have too many outstanding fines or problems.  Moreover, each title and the specific items must 
be available for a hold.  For example, non-circulating items typically cannot be placed on hold.   
 
[Clear] removes all titles from Saved Results.   
 
1.10.12 Field 12 Saved Results Sort:   10 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To determine the output order of the Saved Results.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection.   
 
Table Values: 
 
Author 
Location 
Title 
 
 
Discussion:   
 
Location sorts by Catalog, Location, and then Call Number, facilitating pulling the holding from the 
shelves.  This is similar to creating an organized grocery list for the grocery market.   
 
Author sorts by the authors' last name followed by first name, or by corporate name.   
 
Title sorts by the title of a work.  Insignificant starting words are usually bypassed.  For example, 
"The Bible" would sort under "Bible".   
 
1.10.13 Field 13 Saved Results Format:   16 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To determine the contents and presentation of the Saved Results.  Includes noted 
Journal Issues detail.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection.   
 
Table Values: 
 
Bibliography 
Detail 
Search Results
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Discussion:   
 
Bibliography attempts to glean and display the author(s), title, and publishing data in a standard 
bibliography format according to a work's incarnation.   
 
Details employs the same format specified in the Properties window and that is used in the 
Details display window (which is subsequent to the Search Results window).  The default format 
is Card Catalog Display.  If allowed, an optional MARC bibliographic display expresses the MARC 
records in its standard terse display or in a variety of verbose decoded formats.   
 
The Search Results format utilizes the same brief format from a Search Results window.  This 
format is dictated by the OPAC function [Properties].   
 
 
1.10.14 Field 14 E-mail Results to Address:   50 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify a recipient for the Saved Results via SMTP, Simple Mail Transfer Protocol.  
SMTP is the TCP/IP (internet) mail standard for transmitting e-mail.   
 
Format:  Enter a SMTP e-mail address, typically name@domain.domain_type.  For example:   
 
     jones_roberta@hotmail.com  
 
1.10.15 Field 15 Catalog:   42 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  In a system with multiple catalogs, this field specifies the catalog to search.  Or, the 
field may specify All Catalogs to perform a union search across all databases.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection.  
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1.11 Introduction to Search and Display Properties 
 
This window appears when the user selects the Power Search's push button Properties.  A 
variety of search and display properties may be selected.   
 
 
1.12 Search and Display Properties with MARC 
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1.13 Fields:  Search and Display Properties with MARC 
 
 
 
1.13.1 Field 1 Function Keys 
 
1.13.2 Field 2 Search Properties:   multiple, tab stop 
 
Purpose: to empower the search by selecting additional Search Properties.   
 
Format:  a choice is made from one or more check boxes.   
 
Discussion:  
 
Exact Word(s) restricts the search to finding works with all of the Search word(s). The software 
might convert the words from plural to singular, correct for diphthongs, and make a few other 
simple corrections to improve the search. This is referred to as normalization, or normalizing the 
search. A work must contain all of the words exactly, but not necessarily in order. For example, if 
the search is "low back pain", then any work with "low back pain" or "pain, low back" would find its 
way into the Search Results. Conversely, "lower back pain" would not qualify for Search Results.  
 
If Exact Word(s) is deselected, then the software finds every word variation found in the database 
for each token in the Search.  For example, given the terms "low back pain", the software will now 
find "lower" and "back" and "pain", "lower" and "backache" and "painful", etc.  
 
1->Solution automatically skips intervening selection windows which contain a single entry, 
jumping ahead to the targeted solution. For example, given the search "HIV-2" used in the 
Subject Function, if only one subject contains "HIV-2", and "1->Solution" is not set, then the 
subject "HIV-2" is displayed to the user as a single subject. But, if "1->Solution" is turned on, then 
the user is spared making the single selection and the software races to the next step, thus 
saving time. Why deselect this feature? Sometimes it will bypass important intermediate 
information. For example, if searching by author for "Doe,J", and there is only one author with that 
name, then the author display is bypassed and all of the holdings are directly displayed. This is 
usually desirable, unless you wanted to see the author data.  
 
Immediate Results searching forces a Search Result display as soon as a page worth of results 
are discovered. It's fast. Contrariwise, the search engine will find all occurrences prior to any 
Search Result display. With small databases, this feature does not matter. With large databases, 
this feature allows the user to see the most recent publications immediately, without waiting for a 
search to complete: this makes a big difference with complex searches. A side-effect of 
Immediate Results is that the Search Results will not display a total count.  
 
Titles Search Skips Titles->Holdings is a Title Search Optimization. Typically, in authority 
searching (authors, title, subjects), the search engine first returns a list of matching terms, from 
which the user selects specific term(s) to display related holdings. The option Titles Search Skips 
Titles-> Holdings bypasses the term display and selection by assuming the user will want all of 
the titles, and simply displays the related holdings.   
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
Exact Word(s) 
1 Result->Solution 
Immediate 
Titles Search Skips Titles->Holdings
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1.13.3 Field 3 Authority "Sees" Display:   mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To determine the display format of authority "Sees" terms.  This effects all Subject 
Headings and Author search displays.   
 
Discussion:   
 
A "see" is a term that reverts to another term automatically.  For example, Samuel Clemens is a 
"see" to Mark Twain.  William Jefferson Clinton is a "see" to Bill Clinton.  In the National Library of 
Medicine's Medical Subject Headings (MeSH), Cancer is a "see" to Neoplasm.   
 
Option "Show all sees" will show all non-redundant terms that match the search and which point 
to the terminating term.  For example, a search on Serodiagnosis in MeSH 2000 will yield:   
 
 Select from Exact Enhanced Subject Headings "Serodiagnosis".   
-------------------------------------------------------------  
  ( ) Serologic Tests  
         used for SERODIAGNOSIS  
  ( ) AIDS Serodiagnosis  
         used for HIV SERODIAGNOSIS  
         used for HTLV-III SERODIAGNOSIS  
  ( ) Syphilis Serodiagnosis  
         used for SERODIAGNOSIS, SYPHILIS  
-------------------------------------------------------------  
  [Main]  [Holdings]  [Define]  [Explode]  [Help]  
  
Since HTLV -III SERODIAGNOSIS is shown, the redundant term "HTLV III SERODIAGNOSIS" is 
not shown, although NLM does list it.  It is not shown since it does not add significant value to this 
display.   
 
Option "Show Optimized Sees" will show the relevant terms, unless the target term sufficiently 
contains the term.  Using the same example as above:   
 
 Select from Exact Enhanced Subject Headings "Serodiagnosis".   
-------------------------------------------------------------  
  ( ) Serologic Tests  
         used for SERODIAGNOSIS  
  ( ) AIDS Serodiagnosis  
  ( ) Syphilis Serodiagnosis  
-------------------------------------------------------------  
  [Main]  [Holdings]  [Define]  [Explode]  [Help]  
   
Since AIDS Serodiagnosis and Syphilis Serodiagnosis contain the search term, it may be 
unnecessary to show the Sees which also contain the search term. 
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Option "Don't show the 'Sees'" makes for the briefest display by not showing the rendering term.  
Again using the Serodiagnosis search:   
 
 Select from Exact Enhanced Subject Headings "Serodiagnosis".   
-------------------------------------------------------------  
  ( ) Serologic Tests  
  ( ) AIDS Serodiagnosis  
  ( ) Syphilis Serodiagnosis  
-------------------------------------------------------------  
  [Main]  [Holdings]  [Define]  [Explode]  [Help]  
 
Here, Serologic Test appears without any documentation as to why it matches the search 
Serodiagnosis.  The user might correctly assume that the search engine is assisting in the 
search.   
 
Which is the best display?  The answer depends on the task, the depth of personal knowledge, 
and personal preferences.   
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 
Menu Values: 
Show all Sees 
Show optimized Sees 
Don't show Sees 
 
1.13.4 Field 4 Search Starting Year:   4 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To restrict the search to yield works published on or after the specified year.   
 
Format:  It is blank for no restriction, or a 4 digit year.   
 
1.13.5 Field 5 Explode Properties:   multiple, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To tailor the properties of the Explode function, found in the Enhanced Subject 
Headings search results window.  This effects hierarchical search vocabularies such as MeSH.   
 
Format:  It is a check box selection.   
 
Discussion:   
 
Up Tree allows the explode to go from a selected term towards the root of the term.   
 
Include See Related will take the selected term's See Related terms into the explosion.   
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 
Menu Values: 
Include Ascending Terms 
Include See Related Terms
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Explode optionally includes the MeSH See Related (Also) terms for possible citations for the 
targeted term.  Any related terms with citations are displayed with a multiple selection feature.  
Furthermore, Explode may gather the ascending terms toward the root term.  Both of these 
options are determined by the Search Properties settings.  Consider the term HIV in 1999 MeSH:   
 
 Viruses  
  RNA Viruses  
   Retroviridae  
    Lentivirus  
     Lentiviruses, Primate  
      HIV  
       HIV-1  
       HIV-2  
  
 Viruses  
  Vertebrate Viruses  
   RNA Viruses  
    Retroviridae  
     Lentivirus  
      Lentiviruses, Primate  
       HIV  
        HIV-1  
        HIV-2  
   
 HIV's See related:   
 Receptors, HIV  
 Reverse Transcriptase Inhibitors  
   
Another system's Explode might only take the targeted term HIV and its descendants HIV-1 and 
HIV-2.  This system's Explode can optionally allow all of the ascendants:   
 
Viruses  
 
  RNA Viruses  
   Retroviridae  
    Lentivirus  
     Lentiviruses, Primate  
   
 Viruses  
  Vertebrate Viruses  
   RNA Viruses  
    Retroviridae  
     Lentivirus  
      Lentiviruses, Primate  
   
and can optionally include the two See Related terms  
 
     Receptors, HIV  
     Reverse Transcriptase Inhibitors  
   
for a powerful exploration of the literature. 
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1.13.6 Field 6 Ending Year:   4 characters 
 
Purpose:  To restrict the search to a specified year.   
 
Format:  This field defaults to the current year, but accepts any four digit year not less than the 
Starting Year.   
 
1.13.7 Field 7 Results Display Properties:   multiple, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To dynamically customize the Display Properties and the Saved Results Display.   
 
Format:  Toggle the collection of check boxes with a space bar or mouse click.   
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 
Menu Values: 
Author 
Call Number 
Subject Headings 
Full Title 
Latest Issue 
Material Type(s) 
Blank Line 
Single Line 
Number 
Simple Title Bar 
Same Size Windows 
 
Discussion:   
Author will display the name(s) of the author(s) on the Search Results.   
 
Call Number forces a work's library call number to display in the Search Results Display.   
 
Subject Headings shows all of a work's subject headings right in the Search Results Display, 
allowing more context for selection of a work.   
 
Full Title bypasses the standard 72 character maximum that the Search Display utilizes, allowing 
more context for selection of a work.   
 
Latest Issues includes a journal's most recent issue.   
 
Material Types show all of a work's Material Types in the Search Results Display.  If the work is 
simply text, the Material Type is not shown since text is the default.  If the work is anything but 
text, or text and at least one additional form, then all of the material types are displayed.   
 
Blank Line inserts an empty row between the bibliographic items in the search results.  This Blank 
Line may make the display easier to read.   
 
Single Line formats the Search Results into a single line display.  Subject Headings, Full Title, 
Latest Issue, and Material Types cannot be shown in the single line display format.  The author 
and title might be truncated, but the call number will not ( unless the call number is greater than 
the single line length).  
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Number Search Results displays a serial number next to a result's check box.   
 
Simple Title Bar:  the Search Results windows typically display the reason for the window in the 
window's title bar, e.g., " Search Results Keywords 'gout'. Page 1/5 hit=15".  Some users prefer a 
simple title bar, with the search summation displayed in the body of the window, e.g., the title bar 
would display "Search Results" and the details "Keywords 'gout'. Page 1/5 hit=15" would be 
displayed in the window area.   
 
Same Size Windows:  forces all solo (a.k.a. parent) windows to have the same height.    
 
1.13.8 Field 8 Details Format:   mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To determine the format of the Details display.   
 
Format:  It is a toggle button selection.   
 
Discussion:   
 
Card displays the bibliographic information in a traditional Card Catalog format.  The call number 
is in the top left corner and descends the left margin.  The titles are to the right of the call number, 
along with author and publication data.  Please see the following example.   
 
MARC enables the user to view the MARC record.  MARC stands for Machine Readable 
Cataloging, and is a standard method which libraries use to exchange bibliographic data.  The 
MARC bibliographic record displays more data than any other display, but is usually not easy to 
comprehend by infrequent users.  Nevertheless, some librarians can make good use of the data.  
The MARC display is further qualified by the Decode MARC properties.  Please see the following 
example.  
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Example of a Card Display:   
 
 SHELVED   The New England journal of medicine. -- Vol. 198 (Feb.   
 WITH        23, 1928)-    .  -- Boston : Massachusetts Medical  
 JOURNALS    Society, 1928- v. : ill. ; 29 cm.   
              Weekly  
              Continues:  Boston medical and surgical journal.   
               1. Medicine--periodicals  2. Surgery--periodicals  
              I. Massachusetts Medical Society.  II. NEJM  
  
            Link to Online Journal http://www.nejm.org/  
  
Example of a MARC Display, not decoded:   
 
Call# SHELVED WITH JOURNALS                    OCLC# #1587974  
  010 $a 20-20456//r822  
  012 ## $a 3 $b 3 $e s $k 1 $m 1  
  022 ## $a 0028-4793  
  030 $a NEJMAG  
  032 $a 378740 $b USPS  
  035 $a 068720003 $f 061673  
  040 $a MUL $c MUL $d NSD $d DLC $d COO $d NSD $d IUL $d HUL  
      $d DLC $d HUL $d SER $d RCS $d AIP  
  042 $a nsdp $a lcd  
  049 ## $a GTUJ  
  050 0# $a R11 $b .B7  
  060 0# $a W1 NE388  
  069 1# $a N14600000  
  082 ## $a 610.5  
  096 ##  
  245 04 $a The New England journal of medicine.   
  246 30 $a NEJM  
  260 01 $a Boston : $b Massachusetts Medical Society, $c 1928- 
  265 $a 1172 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, MA 02134  
  300 $a v. : $b ill. ; $c 29 cm.   
  310 $a Weekly  
  362 0# $a Vol. 198 (Feb. 23, 1928)- 
  510 2# $a Energy research abstracts $x 0160-3604  
  510 2# $a Chemical abstracts $x 0009-2258  
  510 0# $a Nuclear science abstracts $x 0029-5612  
  510 2# $a Psychological abstracts $x 0033-2887 $b 1928- 
  510 0# $a Selected water resources abstracts $x 0037-136X  
  510 2# $a Bibliography of agriculture $x 0006-1530  
  510 0# $a Index medicus  
  510 0# $a Science citation abstracts  
  510 0# $a Excerpta medica  
  555 ## $a Vols. 269-278, 1963-69. 1 v.; Vols. 279-288, 1968-73.   
      1 v.   
  650 #2 $a Medicine $x periodicals  
  650 #2 $a Surgery $x periodicals  
  710 20 $a Massachusetts Medical Society.   
  770 0# $t Summary and proceedings of the council meeting - 
      Massachusetts Medical  Society $x 0190-7069 $g 1968- 
  780 00 $t Boston medical and surgical journal $x 0096-6762  
      $w (DLC)sf 82006636 $w (OCoLC)1536865  
  850 $a MBCo $a MH-BL $a MH-CS $a MH-SF  
  856 ## $u http://www.nejm.org/ $z Link to Online Journal 
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1.13.9 Field 9 Decode MARC Properties:   multiple, tab stop 
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 
Menu Values: 
Fields (==tags) 
Leader & Control Fields (001-008) Positions 
Number & Code Fields (01X-04X) Subfields 
 
Purpose:  To specify various output properties for a MARC bibliographic record.  The term Fields 
is synonymous with Tag.   
 
Format:  It is a check box selection. Note that selecting Leader & Control Fields Coded Values 
will also display the Property Leader & Control Fields names.  Similarly, selecting Subfields 
Coded Values will force Number & Code Fields (01X-04X) Subfields names to be displayed.   
   
Discussion:  Fields will display the field name along with the tag number.  For example, field 245 
will be displayed as:   
 
     245 - Title Statement:   
   
Property Leader & Control Fields (001-008) Positions will separate the fields by position, show 
the position number(s) and the position's title, followed by the position's value for that record.  
Using the book "Introduction to reference sources in the health sciences" as an example, the 008 
values are:   
 
     008 941215s1994 xxu|||| |||| 00||0|eng b  
      
Decoding the first field results in:   
 
     008 - Fixed-Length Data Elements:   
         00-05 - Date entered on file = 941215  
         06 - Type of date/Publication status = s - Single known  
         date/probable date  
   
Note that the "s" is decoded to its full text value.   
 
Number & Code Fields (01X-04X) Subfields will display a subfield's name next to the subfield 
character.  Using the book "Introduction to reference sources in the health sciences" as an 
example, the standard display is:   
 
 245 00 $a Introduction to reference sources in the health sciences /  
        $c [edited by] Fred W. Roper and Jo Anne Boorkman.   
      
The decoded display is:   
 
 245 - Title Statement:  
  1st Ind. - Title added entry = 0 - No title added entry  
  2nd Ind. - Nonfiling characters = 0 - Number of nonfiling  
  characters present  
  $a - Title = Introduction to reference sources in the health sciences  
  $c - Statement of responsibility, etc. = [edited by] Fred W.   
  Roper and Jo Anne Boorkman.   
   
Note that undefined indicators are not displayed.   
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Furthermore, subfield coded values are decoded for these fields' subfields:   
 
   010 Library of Congress Control Number  $8 Field link and  
       sequence number  
   034 Coded Cartographic Mathematical Data  $a Category of  
       scale  
   042 Authentication Code  $a Authentication code  
   046 Special Coded Dates  $a Type of date code  
   760 Main Series Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   762 Subseries Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   765 Original Language Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   767 Translation Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   770 Supplement/Special Issue Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   772 Parent Record Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   773 Host Item Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   774 Constituent Unit Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   775 Other Edition Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   776 Additional Physical Form Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   777 Issued with Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   780 Preceding Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   785 Succeeding Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   786 Data Source Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   787 Nonspecific Relationship Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   
For example, if a book is coded with  
 
     042 $a nlmcopyc  
   
then the full decoding is:   
 
   042 - Authentication Code   
     $a Authentication code = nlmcopyc - National Library of  
     Medicine copy  
 
1.13.10 Field 10 Controls Ok, Cancel, & Help:    
 
Purpose:  To specify an action that controls the window's flow.  [Ok] will save and apply the 
displayed values, whereas [Cancel] will reject the changes.  [Help] will display all of the 
documentation for the window.  Press the Help key for context sensitive help for each field.   
 
Format:  It is an action that toggles the push button.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Ok 
Cancel 
Help
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1.14 The Search Results Window 
 
Submitting a Search to any of the Search Functions eventually results in a display of matching 
titles.  The search results display has a title which starts with the word "Search Results", as 
shown below.  Given the search "low back pain" with a Search By of Keyword(s), the second 
page of the display might look like this:   
 
         Search Results with Keywords "low back pain". Page 2/5  
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  [ ] Borenstein, David G.   
      Low back pain : / medical diagnosis and ... / 1989  
      1. Low Back Pain - diagnosis & therapy  2. Spinal Diseases.   
  [ ] Pope, M. H.   
      Occupational low back pain / 1984  
      1. Low Back Pain  2. Occupational Diseases  
  [ ] Seimon, Leonard P.   
      Low back pain : / clinical diagnosis and management / 1983  
      1. Low Back Pain - diagnosis & therapy  
  [ ] Kirkaldy-Willis, W. H.   
      Managing low back pain / 1983  
      1. Low Back Pain - diagnosis & therapy  
  [ ] Stanton-Hicks, Michael d'A.   
      Chronic low back pain / 1982  
      1. Low Back Pain  
  [ ] Carron, Harold,  
      Management of low back pain / 1982  
      1. Low Back Pain  2. Family Practice  
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  [Next]  [Previous]  [Main]  [These]  [All]  [Details]  [Help]  
   
A work may be selected by clicking on a check box with the mouse or by pressing the space bar 
on a check box.  Or, if enabled, pressing the first letter associated with the check box (or push 
button) will select the item if the letter is unique.  If the letter is not unique, the software will simply 
focus on the matching item.   
 
Once works are selected, a function must be selected.  The bottom row of the display is a 
collection of push buttons representing functions.   
 
Function Next will move to the next page of matching works, whereas function Previous will return 
to the previous page.  Function Main will return the user to the Main Search window for a new 
Search or Saved Results manipulation.   
 
Push button function These appears only if at least one work is not selected.  Invoking function 
These results in all works on the current window being marked as selected. The push button 
function These is then removed from the display.   
 
Similarly, function All marks the entire Search Results as selected.  Function All does not appear 
if Search Property Immediate has been selected (since the entire search results have not been 
aggregated due to Immediate only processing a page of results at a time).   
 
Push button function Details redisplays each of the works independently, employing richer 
information and functions than this Search Results window.  The Details function is documented 
later in this document.   
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1.15 Search Result Sort Order 
 
Given the search "low back pain" with the Expand search property selected, you might see these 
possible combinations:   
 
 low back pain  
 low backache pain  
 lower back pain  
 lower backache pain  
   
The search engine will aggregate works with similar words.  Thus, all the works that match on 
"low back pain" will sort together, while all works with "low backache pain" sort together, etc.  If a 
work matches on "low" and "lower", the work appears with "low back pain" but displays the match 
of "low" and "lower", e.g.:   
 
 [ ] Shake, B.   
     To lift, or not to lift. / 1999  
     Keywords: BACK LOW LOWER PAIN  
   
How are these aggregates sorted?  In other words, we know that "low back pain" comes first, but 
what comes second:  "low backache pain" or "lower back pain"?  To solve this question 
efficiently, the search engines sums the citation counts of all words extending from each word:   
 
     low lowbury lowder lowdermilk lowe ... lowy = 216  
     back backache backer background backhaut ... backward = 90  
     pain paine painful painless paint ... painvin = 304  
   
Since the root with "back" has the smallest number of citations, the search engine will look at 
works with "back" through "backward" and then test if these works also include the word base 
"low" and "pain".  Therefore, on this database, the search engine sorts the findings in this order:   
 
     low back pain  
     lower back pain  
     low backache pain  
     lower backache pain  
   
because "back" sorts before "backache" combinations, and then "low" sorts before "lower".   
 
Within an aggregate of identical words, journal titles are sorted first, followed by non-journals 
sorted by descending year of publication (most recent publications are shown first).   
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1.16 Details Display 
 
The Details display is accessed from either a Search function or the Saved Results function 
Review.  Detail data of an individual work are displayed, including author(s), title(s), librarian and 
publisher notes, copies and their statuses, serial holdings, etc.:   
 
                     Details: 3 of 7  
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  [Next]  [Previous]  [Search Results]  [Main]  [Help]  
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
SHELVED   The New England journal of medicine. -- Vol. 198  
WITH      (Feb. 23, 1928)-. Boston : Massachusetts Medical  
JOURNALS  Society, 1928-. v. : ill. ;   29 cm.   
          Weekly  
          Continues: Boston medical and surgical journal.   
          1. Medicine--periodicals  2. Surgery--periodicals  
          I. Massachusetts Medical Society.  II. NEJM.   
   
 Link to Online Journal http://www.nejm.org/    
   
 Latest issue received on 01/30/98:   
 Yr: 1998  Vol: 338  Iss: 5  Mon: JAN  Day: 29  
 Copy 1:   
 HOLD: 1928-98 :198-232/234-242/244-311/312N1-26/313-337/338N1-5/  
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 [Print]  [Properties]  [Browse Holdings] [Link] [Volumes]  
  
The title "Details: 3 of 7" indicates that this is the third work out of the seven works previously 
selected from the search results.   
 
When viewed from a full functioning browser or from Microsoft Windows, the title, author, subject 
headings, and other key words are highlighted.  The highlighting indicates hyperlinks are 
available for these terms.  When the term is single clicked with a mouse, the hyperlinking kicks 
into play.  If the hyperlink is a URL, then a new instance of the workstation's browser will process 
the URL.  If the link is back to the library catalog (for example, a subject heading), then the 
appropriate Search Result display will process the hyperlink.   
 
The second row of the display is composed of basic navigational tools.  The push button Previous 
returns to the previously displayed Details work, while push button Next moves to the next 
selected work.   
 
Search Results returns to the works' Search Results display for re-selection.  Push button Main 
returns to the Main Search window for either a new search or Saved Results manipulation.  If 
telnet is being used, then push buttons More and Previous scroll multiple pages of the work's 
data.   
 
The push buttons on the bottom row empower the search session.  
 
Push button Print is optional to the library.  If missing from this window, a work is printed via the 
Saved Results functions.   
 
Push button Browse Holdings closes this display but brings up all of the works grouped with the 
displayed work as though one is viewing the works on a shelf.  The Browse Holdings display 
allows further selection. 
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Push button Link launches an instance of the workstation's browser, delivering the resource to 
the workstation.  Should more than one link be displayed, an additional window resolves the Link 
selection.   
 
Push button Volumes only appears if the work is a serial publication.  Selecting Volumes results 
in an additional window to resolve the range of volumes and issues to be displayed and thus 
placed in Saved Results or Printed.   
 
Push button Properties determines the format of the Details window.  Selecting Properties results 
in a Properties window where the user may select between the catalog card display or the MARC 
bibliographic display. MARC stands for MAchine Readable Cataloging, which is a method of 
exchanging bibliographic data between library sources.  Some librarians can make good use of 
this format.  If MARC is chosen, then further MARC conditions may be selected.  The following 
example is the most primitive of three different MARC display formats that are available.  
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                        Details: 3 of 7  
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  [Next]  [Previous]  [Search Results]  [Main]  [Help]  
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  Call# SHELVED WITH JOURNALS                       OCLC# #1587974  
  010 $a 20-20456//r822  
  022 ## $a 0028-4793  
  030 $a NEJMAG  
  032 $a 378740 $b USPS  
  035 $a 068720003 $f 061673  
  040 $a MUL $c MUL $d NSD $d DLC $d COO $d NSD $d IUL $d HUL  
      $d DLC $d HUL $d SER $d RCS $d AIP  
  042 $a nsdp $a lcd  
  049 ## $a GTUJ  
  050 0# $a R11 $b .B7  
  060 0# $a W1 NE388  
  069 1# $a N14600000  
  082 ## $a 610.5  
  245 04 $a The New England journal of medicine.   
  246 30 $a NEJM  
  260 01 $a Boston : $b Massachusetts Medical Society, $c 1928- 
  265 $a 1172 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, MA 02134  
  300 $a v. : $b ill. ; $c 29 cm.   
  310 $a Weekly  
  362 0# $a Vol. 198 (Feb. 23, 1928)- 
  510 2# $a Energy research abstracts $x 0160-3604  
  510 2# $a Chemical abstracts $x 0009-2258  
  510 0# $a Nuclear science abstracts $x 0029-5612  
  510 2# $a Psychological abstracts $x 0033-2887 $b 1928- 
  510 0# $a Selected water resources abstracts $x 0037-136X  
  510 2# $a Bibliography of agriculture $x 0006-1530  
  510 0# $a Index medicus  
  510 0# $a Science citation abstracts  
  510 0# $a Excerpta medica  
  555 ## $a Vols. 269-278, 1963-69. 1 v.; Vols. 279-288, 1968-73. 1 v.   
  650 #2 $a Medicine $x periodicals  
  650 #2 $a Surgery $x periodicals  
  710 20 $a Massachusetts Medical Society.   
  770 0# $t Summary and proceedings of the council meeting - 
      Massachusetts Medical  Society $x 0190-7069 $g 1968- 
  780 00 $t Boston medical and surgical journal $x 0096-6762  
      $w (DLC)sf 82006636 $w (OCoLC)1536865  
  850 $a MBCo $a MH-BL $a MH-CS $a MH-SF  
  856 ## $u http://www.nejm.org/ $z Link to Online Journal  
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  [Print]  [Properties]  [Browse Holdings]  [Volumes]  
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This format takes training to understand.  The fully decoded version looks like this:   
 
                        Details: 3 of 7  
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  [Next]  [Previous]  [Search Results]  [Main]  [Help]  
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  Call# SHELVED WITH JOURNALS                       OCLC# #1587974  
  010 - Library of Congress Control Number =  
      $a LC control number = 20-20456//r822  
  022 - International Standard Serial Number =  
      1st indicator - Level of international interest = # - Level  
      of international interest not designated  
      $a International Standard Serial Number = 0028-4793  
  030 - Coden Designation = $a CODEN = NEJMAG  
  032 - Postal Registration Number =  
      $a Postal registration number = 378740  
      $b Source = USPS  
  035 - System Control Number =  
      $a System control number = 068720003  
      $f Undefined subfield = 061673  
  040 - Cataloging Source =  
      $a Original cataloging agency = MUL  
      $c Transcribing agency = MUL  
      $d Modifying agency = NSD  
      $d Modifying agency = DLC  
      $d Modifying agency = COO  
      $d Modifying agency = NSD  
      $d Modifying agency = IUL  
      $d Modifying agency = HUL  
      $d Modifying agency = DLC  
      $d Modifying agency = HUL  
      $d Modifying agency = SER  
      $d Modifying agency = RCS  
      $d Modifying agency = AIP  
  042 - Authentication Code =  
      $a Authentication code = nsdp - National Serial Data Program  
      $a Authentication code = lcd - CONSER full authority application  
  049 - Undefined = $a Undefined subfield = GTUJ  
  050 - Library of Congress Call Number =  
      1st indicator - Existence in LC collection = 0 - Item is in LC  
      2nd indicator - Source of call number = # - No information  
      provided [OBSOLETE]  
      $a Classification number = R11  
      $b Item number = .B7  
  060 - National Library of Medicine Call Number =  
      1st indicator - Existence in NLM collection = 0 - Item is in NLM  
      2nd indicator - Source of call number = # - No information  
      provided [OBSOLETE]  
      $a Classification number = W1 NE388  
  069 - Undefined =  
      1st indicator - Undefined = 1 - Undefined  
      $a Undefined subfield = N14600000 
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  082 - Dewey Decimal Call Number =  
      1st indicator - Type of edition = # - No edition information  
      recorded  (BK CF MU VM SE) [OBSOLETE]  
      2nd indicator - Source of call number = # - No information 
      provided  
      $a Classification number = 610.5 
  245 - Title Statement =  
      1st indicator - Title added entry = 0 - No title added entry  
      2nd indicator - Nonfiling characters = 4 - Number of  
      nonfiling characters present  
      $a Title = The New England journal of medicine.   
  246 - Varying Form of Title =  
      1st indicator - Note controller/title added entry = 3 - No  
      note, title added entry  
      2nd indicator - Type of title = 0 - Portion of title  
      $a Title proper/short title = NEJM  
  260 - Publication, Distribution, etc. =  
      1st indicator - Presence of publisher in imprint (BK MP MU  
      SE) [OBSOLETE] = 0 - Publisher, distributor, etc. is present  
      [OBSOLETE]  
      2nd indicator - Added entry/publisher relationship  (SE)  
      [OBSOLETE] = 1 - Publisher, distributor, etc. same as  
      issuing body in added entry [OBSOLETE]  
      $a Place of publication, distribution, etc. = Boston :   
      $b Name of publisher, distributor, etc. = Massachusetts  
      Medical Society,  
      $c Date of publication, distribution, etc. = 1928- 
  265 - Source for Acquisition/Subscription Address =  
      $a Source for acquisition/subscription address = 1172  
      Commonwealth Ave., Boston, MA 02134  
  300 - Physical Description =  
      $a Extent = v. :   
      $b Other physical details = ill. ;   
      $c Dimensions = 29 cm.   
  310 - Current Publication Frequency =  
      $a Current publication frequency = Weekly  
  362 - Dates of Publication and/Or Sequential Designation =  
      1st indicator - Format of date = 0 - Formatted style  
      $a Dates of publication and/or sequential designation = Vol.   
      198 (Feb. 23, 1928)- 
  510 - Citation/References Note =  
      1st indicator - Coverage/location in source = 2 - Coverage  
      is selective  
      $a Name of source = Energy research abstracts  
      $x International Standard Serial Number = 0160-3604  
  510 - Citation/References Note =  
      1st indicator - Coverage/location in source = 2 - Coverage  
      is selective  
      $a Name of source = Chemical abstracts  
      $x International Standard Serial Number = 0009-2258  
  510 - Citation/References Note =  
      1st indicator - Coverage/location in source = 0 – Coverage 
      unknown  
      $a Name of source = Nuclear science abstracts  
      $x International Standard Serial Number = 0029-5612 
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  510 - Citation/References Note =  
      1st indicator - Coverage/location in source = 2 - Coverage  
      is selective  
      $a Name of source = Psychological abstracts  
      $x International Standard Serial Number = 0033-2887  
      $b Dates of coverage of source = 1928- 
  510 - Citation/References Note =  
      1st indicator - Coverage/location in source = 0 - Coverage  
      unknown  
      $a Name of source = Selected water resources abstracts  
      $x International Standard Serial Number = 0037-136X  
  510 - Citation/References Note =  
      1st indicator - Coverage/location in source = 2 - Coverage  
      is selective  
      $a Name of source = Bibliography of agriculture  
      $x International Standard Serial Number = 0006-1530  
  510 - Citation/References Note =  
      1st indicator - Coverage/location in source = 0 - Coverage  
      unknown  
      $a Name of source = Index medicus  
  510 - Citation/References Note =  
      1st indicator - Coverage/location in source = 0 – Coverage 
      unknown  
      $a Name of source = Science citation abstracts  
  510 - Citation/References Note =  
      1st indicator - Coverage/location in source = 0 – Coverage 
      unknown  
      $a Name of source = Excerpta medica  
  555 - Cumulative Index/Finding Aids Note =  
      1st indicator - Display constant controller = # - No  
      information provided  
      $a Cumulative index/finding aids note = Vols. 269-278,  
      1963-69. 1 v.; Vols. 279-288, 1968-73. 1 v.   
  650 - Subject Added Entry--Topical Term =  
      1st indicator - Level of subject = # - No information  
      provided  
      2nd indicator - Subject heading system/thesaurus = 2 - 
      Medical Subject Headings  
      $a Topical term or geographic name as entry element = Medicine  
      $x General subdivision = periodicals  
  650 - Subject Added Entry--Topical Term =  
      1st indicator - Level of subject = # - No information provided  
      2nd indicator - Subject heading system/thesaurus = 2 - 
      Medical Subject Headings  
      $a Topical term or geographic name as entry element = Surgery  
      $x General subdivision = periodicals  
  710 - Added Entry--Corporate Name =  
      1st indicator - Type of corporate name entry element = 2 - 
      Name in direct order  
      2nd indicator - Type of added entry = 0 - Alternative entry  
      (BK CF MP MU SE MX) [OBSOLETE]  
      $a Corporate name or jurisdiction name as entry element =  
      Massachusetts Medical Society.  
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  770 - Supplement/Special Issue Entry =  
      1st indicator - Note controller = 0 - Display note  
      2nd indicator - Display constant controller = # - Has supplement  
      $t Title = Summary and proceedings of the council meeting - 
      Massachusetts Medical  Society  
      $x International Standard Serial Number = 0190-7069  
      $g Relationship information = 1968- 
  780 - Preceding Entry =  
      1st indicator - Note controller = 0 - Display note  
      2nd indicator - Type of relationship = 0 - Continues  
      $t Title = Boston medical and surgical journal  
      $x International Standard Serial Number = 0096-6762  
      $w Record control number = (DLC)sf 82006636  
      $w Record control number = (OCoLC)1536865  
  850 - Holding Institution =  
      $a Holding institution = MBCo  
      $a Holding institution = MH-BL  
      $a Holding institution = MH-CS  
      $a Holding institution = MH-SF  
  856 - Electronic Location and Access =  
      1st indicator - Access method = # - No information provided  
      2nd indicator - Relationship = # - No information provided  
      $u Uniform Resource Locator = http://www.nejm.org/  
      $z Public note = Link to Online Journal  
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  [Print]  [Properties]  [Browse Holdings]  [Volumes]  
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1.17 The Details Window for a Book 
 
 
The preceding section discussed the Details window in the context of a serial title. A few 
differences exist if the title is a book.  This section will also introduce the differences for a multiple 
catalog system.   
 
Note the following display:   
 
 Details: 1 of 1 from The Medical Library  
  [Search Results]  [Main]  [Help]  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
 WH    Lee, G. Richard  
 100     Wintrobe's clinical hematology /  G. Richard Lee  
 W794   -- 9th ed. -- Malvern[PA] : Lea & Febiger 1993  
 1993    2v., xv, 2309p., ill. (some col. plates), 28 cm.   
         Includes bibliographical references and index.   
          1. Blood.  2. Hematologic Diseases.   
  
 Vol/Iss/Yr/Cpy  Library Location  Call#       Status  
 V=1             Medical Gen.Col.              available  
 V=2             Medical Gen.Col.              available  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
  [Print]  [Properties]  [Browse Holdings]  [All Sites]  [Hold]  
   
Two items are associated with this book as Volume 1 and 2. They are located in the same library 
in the general collection.  The user may search other sites by selecting the function All Sites.   
 
Note the example of a title in two catalogs:   
 
 Details: 1 of 1 from The Medical Library  
  [Search Results]  [Main]  [Help]  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
 QV    Contraceptive technology /  Robert A. Hatcher, James  
 177     Trussell [et al.]  -- 17th rev. ed.  -- New York :  
 H28     Ardent Media 1998 xiii, 851p., ill., 23 cm.   
 1998    Includes bibliographical references and index.   
         Special sections: emergency contraception, STI treatment  
       guidelines.   
          1. Contraception  2. Family planning  3. Sexually  
       Transmitted Diseases.   I. Hatcher, Robert A.   
       II. Trussell, James  
  
 Vol/Iss/Yr/Cpy Library  Location Call#             Status  
 C=1            Medical  Gen.Col.                   available  
 C=2            Consumer Gen.Col. RG 133.5 H38 1998 non-circ  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
  [Print]  [Properties]  [Browse Holdings]  
  
The catalog Medical uses the call number QV 177 H28 1998.   
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Should the title represent a series, the display takes on this look:   
 
 Details: 1 of 1.  50 lines.   
  [Search Results]  [Main]  [Help]  [More]  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
   Major problems in clinical surgery.  -- Philadelphia : W.B.  
   Saunders Co.,1964- 
     v. : ill. ; 24 cm.   
     Annual  
     Each vol. has also a distinctive title.   
     Each book cataloged separately. Check individual title or  
 volume number for call number.   
      1. Surgery  
  
 Volume/Issue/Year/Copy   Location  Call#             Status  
 V=4/Y=1975/C=1 Peripheral arterial disease  
                          genl coll WG 510 B255p 1975 available  
 V=4/Y=1981/C=1 Peripheral arterial disease  
                          genl coll WG 510 G249p 1981 available  
 V=5/Y=1967/C=1 Cancer of the breast  
                          genl coll WP 870 C215 1967  available  
 V=5/Y=1979/C=1 Cancer of the breast  
                          genl coll WP 870 D681c 1979 available  
 V=9/Y=1969/C=1 Achalasia of the esophagus  
                          genl coll WI 250 E47a 1969  available  
 V=9/Y=1969/C=2           genl coll WI 250 E47a 1969  available  
 V=13/Y=1973/C=1 Shock    genl coll WO 149 S557s 1973 available  
 V=13/Y=1973/C=2          genl coll WO 149 S557s 1973 available  
 V=13/Y=1973/C=3          genl coll WO 149 S557s 1973 available  
 V=14/Y=1974/C=1 Portal hypertension :   
                          genl coll WI 720 P842 1974  available  
 V=15/Y=1980/C=1 Surgery of the thyroid and parathyroid glands  
                          genl coll WK 280 S961 1980  available  
 V=16/Y=1982/C=1 Surgery of the biliary tract  
                          genl coll WI 770 S961 1982  available  
 V=17/Y=1975/C=1 Surgery in the aged  
                          genl coll WO 950 S9595 1975 available  
 V=22/Y=1977/C=1 Solid liver tumors  
                          genl coll WI 735 F755s 1977 available  
 V=24/Y=1978/C=1 The Intestinal stoma :   
                          genl coll WI 480 K92i 1978  available  
 V=25/Y=1980/C=1 Pulmonary embolism  
                          genl coll WG 420 W855p 1980 available  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
  [Print]  [Properties]  [Browse Holdings]  [Hold]  [Volumes]  
   
Any volume with a title is hyperlinked to that title. Function Volume invokes the volume selection 
window.   
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Lastly, if the user is a librarian and has entered via the Back Office menu, then the display 
includes a hyperlink, the serial number on the left, to the Back Office Item Inquiry:   
   
Details: 1 of 1 from The Medical Library  
 
  [Search Results]  [Main]  [Help]  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
 WH    Lee, G. Richard  
 100     Wintrobe's clinical hematology /  G. Richard Lee  
 W794   -- 9th ed. -- Malvern[PA] : Lea & Febiger 1993  
 1993    2v., xv, 2309p., ill. (some col. plates), 28 cm.   
         Includes bibliographical references and index.   
          1. Blood.  2. Hematologic Diseases.   
  
 # Vol/Iss/Yr/Cpy  Library Location  Call#       Status  
 1 V=1             Medical Gen.Col.              available  
 2 V=2             Medical Gen.Col.              available  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
  [Print]  [Properties]  [Browse Holdings]  [All Sites]  [Hold]  
   
Clicking on the 1 or 2 (located next to the Volume value) will invoke the Item Inquiry.   
 
1.18 Serial Volumes and Issues 
 
The Details display includes an option to see detail serial volume and issue data.  This data may 
be immediately printed (if enabled) or further manipulated from Saved Results.   
 
 
1.19 Serials by Year or Volume 
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1.20 Fields:  Serials by Year or Volume 
 
1.20.1 Field 1 Journal Title:   72 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the selected journal's title in the window.   
 
1.20.2 Field 2 Current Year vs. Show All:    
 
Purpose:  To offer two convenient options for displaying volume and issue data.   
 
Format:  It is a push button selection.   
 
Discussion:  Selecting either button starts the appropriate display.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Display Current Year 
Show All 
 
1.20.3 Field 3 Volume Number:   10 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify a volume number to display.   
 
Format:  It is a valid volume number. Once validated, an appropriate display commences.   
 
1.20.4 Field 4 Year:   9 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the display for an entire year.   
 
Format:  It is a 4 digit year, e.g.,  
 
     1990  
     2001  
   
Once the year is entered and validated, an appropriate display commences.   
 
1.20.5 Field 5 Controls Ok, Cancel, & Help:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify an action that controls the window's flow.  [Ok] will save and apply the 
displayed values, whereas [Cancel] will reject the changes.  [Help] will display all of the 
documentation for the window.  Press the Help key for context sensitive help for each field.   
 
Format:  It is an action that toggles the push button.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Ok 
Cancel 
Help
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1.21 Example of Volumes and Issues Display 
 
Submitting the volume and issue parameters results in detailed display of the data:   
 
    Year 1998 for JAMA : / the journal of the American Medical...   
 [Search Results]  [Main]  [Details]  [Help]  
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  Volume:Iss/Pt/Sup   Yr/Mo/Dy       Cpy Location  Status  
  Vol 279:1           1998/JAN/7     1   journals  available  
  Vol 279:2           1998/JAN/14    1   journals  available  
  Vol 279:3           1998/JAN/21    1   journals  available  
  Vol 279:4           1998/JAN/28    1   journals  available  
  Vol 279:5           1998/FEB/4     1   journals  available  
  Vol 279:6           1998/FEB/11    1   journals  available  
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 [Print]  
   
Function Print is optional to the library since a library might prefer all printing be done via the 
Saved Results functions.   
 
Library staff may use the OPAC via the Back Office menu, in which case this display includes the 
database Item Number in the far right column. This value has a hyperlink to Item Inquiry.   
 
Some serial issues also have full catalog bibliographic records (in back office terms, the item has 
an analytic link to another MARC record). For these issues, the distinct titles are displayed and 
have a hyperlink to each title's record:   
 
       All Volumes for Progress in allergy.. Page 2  
  [Next]  [Previous]  [Search Results]  [Main]  [Details]  [Help]  
 ----------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Volume:Iss/Pt/Sup   Yr/Mo/Dy       Cpy Location  Status  
  Vol 28:             1981//         1   journals  Overdue  
  Vol 29:             1981//         1   journals  available  
  Vol 30:             1982//         1   journals  available  
  Vol 31:             1982//         1   journals  available  
  Vol 32:             1982//         1   journals  available  
  Vol 33:             1983//         1   journals  available  
  Vol 34:             1984//         1   journals  available  
  Vol 35:             1984//         1   journals  available  
  Vol 36:             1985//         1   journals  available  
  Vol 37:1 Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome  
                      1986//         1   journals  available  
  Vol 38:1 Ciclosporin  
                      1986//         1   journals  available  
  Vol 39:1 Hereditary and acquired complement deficiencies in ...   
                      1986//         1   journals  available  
 ----------------------------------------------------------------- 
   
  [Print] 
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1.22 Titles Series 
 
 
Sometimes a title belongs to a collection of titles.  This collection is often referred to as a series. 
The members of the series have their distinct title usually and often have a volume identifier, 
usually a number.   
 
When a series' title is selected, then the Volume Selection Window allows the user to select 
specific volumes from the series for further manipulation.   
 
 
1.23 Select Volumes from a Series 
 
 

 
 
 
1.24 Fields:  Select Volumes from a Series 
 
 
 
1.24.1 Field 1 Volume Count:   6 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the total number of volumes for this series.   
 
1.24.2 Field 2 Title of the Series:   60 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the Title Series for the collected volumes.   
 
1.24.3 Field 3 Function Keys 
 
1.24.4 Field 4 Select Volume(s) :   15 characters, multiple, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the volumes' identifiers of interest. If the library has the volume, the process 
will continue.   
 
Format:  Any valid characters, or press the list key or button to see the volumes in this catalog.  
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1.24.5 Field 5 Window Controls Ok & Cancel:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  Control window flow. Ok will save and apply the displayed values, whereas Cancel will 
reject the changes.   
 
Format:  It is a push button selection.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Ok 
Cancel 
 
 
1.25 Example of a Volume Selection 
 
Using "Major Problems in Clinical Surgery" as an example, this catalog displays the following 
window:   
 
   
 ------------------------------------Select Volumes from a Series  
   
   Major problems in clinical surgery ;                OPACVOL-10  
   Total Volumes = 19           Select Volume(s):   
                               |               v  
                               |  
                               |                  [Ok] [Cancel]  
   
 F1=Help 1  F2=Exit  F3=Options  F8=Erase  
 ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
   
Notice that the series title is displayed along with the Total Volume count.   
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The user is focused on the repeating Select Volume(s) field.  The user may enter specific volume 
numbers to select volumes.  Or, the user may press (Shift) Help key (typically F1) for a listing of 
the volumes.  Clicking on the list button (a.k.a. drop down button) located to the right of the field 
will also list the volumes:   
 
 --------------------------Volumes----------------------------- 
     [ ] 4               Barker, Wiley F.   
                         Peripheral arterial disease / 1975  
                         WG 510 B255p 1975 2nd ed.   
     [ ] 4               Gaspar, Max R.   
                         Peripheral arterial disease / 1981  
                         WG 510 G249p 1981 3rd ed.   
     [ ] 5               Donegan, William L.,  
                         Cancer of the breast / 1979  
                         WP 870 D681c 1979 2nd ed.   
     [ ] 5               Spratt, John S.   
                         Cancer of the breast / 1967  
                         WP 870 C215 1967  
     [ ] 9               Ellis, Franklin Henry,  
                         Achalasia of the esophagus / 1969  
                         WI 250 E47a 1969   
     [ ] 13              Shires, G. Tom     
                         Shock / 1973  
                         WO 149 S557s 1973  
 -------------------------------------------------------------- 
     [More] [Ok]                                            
 -------------------------------------------------------------- 
   
Once volumes are selected, the software will continue onto the Detail display of each volume.   
 
1.26 Searching by Title and Title Selection 
 
A Title search first attempts to find all titles which match the search words in the specified order. 
The following search words are roughly equivalent:   
 
     New England Journal of Medicine  
     New England Journal Medicine  
     New Journal Medicine  
   
If the search attribute Exact Words is not used, then these tokens are roughly equivalent too:   
 
    New England Journal of Medicine  
    Ne En Jo Me  
    N E J M  
   
But, "Ne E Med" will yield:   
 
  Select from Titles "Ne E Med".   
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
  [ ] New and expanded medical schools, mid-century to ...: (1)  
  [ ] The New England journal of medicine. (2)  
  [ ] New England journal of medicine medical progress series (2)  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
  [Main]  [Holdings]  [These]  [Help]  
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If the ordered search fails, the software attempts a search with the words out of order. Therefore, 
if Exact Words is not used, then "NE Jour E" might find:   
 
  
   Search Results Titles "NE Jour E".   
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
 [ ] Medical uses of statistics / 1992  
     Additional Title: The New England journal of medicine  
 [ ] Digitalis / 1974  
     Additional Title: New England journal of medicine medical...   
 [ ] Carcinoma of the breast : / the study and treatment of the  
     patient / 1956  
     Additional Title: New England journal of medicine medical...   
 [ ] Journal of neuropathology and experimental neurology. / 1942  
 [ ] The New England journal of medicine. / 1928  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
  [Main]  [These]  [Details]  [Help]  
   
The search is more efficient if the words are as long as possible and avoids insignificant words 
such as:   
 
     a, an, and, by, for, from, in, of, or, the, to, with, etc.   
   
Most importantly, do not start a search with an insignificant word as the first word in the word 
order.   
 
1.27 The Author Selection Window 
 
Once an author's name is searched, one of two Select windows is utilized.  The first simply shows 
the authors whose names match the search and the number of works which are held by the 
library:   
 
             Select from Author "Roper"  
  [ ] Roper, Fred W. (2)  
  [ ] Roper-Hall, Michael J. (1)  
  [ ] Roper, Nancy. (3)  
  [ ] Roper, Stephen D. (2)  
----------------------------------------- 
  [These]  [Help]  [Main]  [Holdings]  
   
   
If enabled, the alternate Select display includes the library's notes on the author:   
 
             Select from Author "Roper"  
  [ ] Roper, Fred W. (2)  
        Asst. Dean, School of Library Science, Univ. of NC  
        at Chapel Hill.   
  [ ] Roper-Hall, Michael J. (1)  
        Consulting Surgeon, Birmingham & Midland Eye Hospital  
  [ ] Roper, Nancy. (3)  
  [ ] Roper, Stephen D. (2)  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
  [These]  [Help]  [Main]  [Holdings]  
   
For either display, the bottom row contains a collection of push buttons representing functions 
which operate on the selections. 
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Push button These marks all of the authors as selected.  Once used, the option is removed from 
the display.   
 
Push button Search returns the patron to the Main Catalog Search window.   
 
Push button Holdings gathers the works associated with the authors, and proceeds to the 
standard Search Results window for works.   
 
Push buttons Next and Previous, not shown here, navigate between pages of authors.   
 
 
1.28 Introduction to Search by Subject Headings 
 
Given the search phrase "HIV", the Search by function Subject Headings yields:   
 
                Select from Subject "HIV"  
------------------------------------------------- 
  [ ] HIV (20)  
  [ ] HIV-1 (2)  
  [ ] HIV-2 (2)  
  [ ] HIV Seropositivity (1)  
  [ ] HIV Infections (68)  
  [ ] AIDS-Related Opportunistic Infections (3)  
         = HIV-RELATED OPPORTUNISTIC INFECTIONS  
  [ ] AIDS Serodiagnosis (1)  
         = SERODIAGNOSIS, HIV  
         = HIV SERODIAGNOSES  
  [ ] AIDS Vaccines (1)  
         = HIV VACCINES  
------------------------------------------------- 
  [All]  [Help]  [Main]  [Holdings]  
   
The subject heading directly associated with the check box is the primary subject heading term.  
The number in parentheses to the right of the term reports the number of works in the library 
which relate to that subject.  Some subjects have secondary terms which are equivalent to the 
primary term, so that when the Search phrase matches the secondary term, the secondary term 
is shown as well.  In this example, AIDS Serodiagnosis has two secondary terms that match.   
 
Note that only subject headings with citations are displayed.  If a subject is not used by any works 
in the library's holdings, then the subject is not displayed.   
 
Once selections have been made, the bottom row of push buttons ushers the session to the next 
step.  Push button function All marks all of the subjects as selected.  Push button function Search 
returns the session to the Main Search window.  Push button function Holdings moves to the 
standard Select Holdings window, showing all of the works that employ the selected subjects.   
 
Push buttons Next and Previous are present if the Search words yielded pages of subject 
headings.   
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If the subject headings are selected individually, then the Subject Qualifiers window is invoked for 
each subject heading selection.  Qualifiers refine a subject heading's use, allowing a more 
focused search retrieval.   
 
                      Qualifiers for HIV  
----------------------------------------------------------- 
  [ ] no qualifiers  (4)  
  [ ] congresses  (4)  
  [ ] drug effects.  (1)  
  [ ] genetics.  (1)  
  [ ] genetics--congresses.  (1)  
  [ ] immunology.  (1)  
  [ ] immunology--congresses.  (1)  
  [ ] isolation & purification--laboratory manuals  (1)  
  [ ] pathogenicity.  (2)  
  [ ] pathogenicity--laboratory manuals.  (1)  
  [ ] pathogenicity--videocassettes  (1)  
  [ ] periodicals  (1)  
  [ ] physiology--congresses.  (1)  
  [ ] ultrastructure--congresses.  (1)  
----------------------------------------------------------- 
  [All]  [Help]  [Ok]  
  
   
When subject heading HIV is selected from the Select from Subject window, this "Qualifiers for 
HIV" window appears listing how HIV is used across all works held by all catalogs.  Again, the 
number in parentheses represents the count of the works in the library which are classified with 
the specified subject heading and the specified qualifiers.   
 
The bottom row push buttons are simple functions.  Push buttons Next and Previous might be 
present if a different subject heading was chosen and it had lots of qualifiers.  Push button All 
selects all of the qualifiers, including those on other pages. Push button Ok ends the selection 
with whichever qualifiers have been selected.  If no qualifiers are selected, then all qualifiers are 
utilized.  This window either returns to the Select Subject display, or continues to the Select 
Holdings display.   
 
1.29 Introduction to Enhanced Subject Headings 
 
Searching by Enhanced Subject Headings takes advantage of many special tools.  First, the 
National Medical Library's Medical Subject Heading (NLM MeSH) can be searched more 
effectively here than with than the simple Subject Headings search.  To fully appreciate this 
method of searching, let's look a little more closely at MeSH.   
 
Any subject heading methodology is referred to as a controlled vocabulary, or as a search 
thesaurus.  Because English is such a rich language, searching can be problematic.  For 
example, a keyword search on cancer might miss the use of the word oncology or neoplasm.  By 
having a controlled vocabulary, only one term represents the concept, so no works can be 
missed.   
 
What's the difference between searching simple Subject Headings versus the Enhanced Subject 
Headings?  All of MeSH is in the same database as Subject Headings, but not all of the Subject 
Headings are in MeSH.  Then why would one use MeSH?  
 
MeSH is a more detailed database containing a subject's definition, notes (often historical 
comments about use), hierarchical relationships (the MeSH Tree), and corresponding 
relationships among many terms (See Related, a.k.a. See Also).  
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Where the simple Subject Headings only displays only those terms with citations and allows 
multiple selections of terms, Enhanced Subject Headings does the opposite, i.e., it shows all 
terms but allows only single-term selection.  Enhanced Subject Headings can reveal a term's 
definition, notes, and show the MeSH Trees.  The MeSH Trees show how topics span the 
medical knowledge base.  The Enhanced Subject Headings' function Explode takes one subject 
and displays all citations for that one subject's entire MeSH Trees and See Related (Also) 
references, resulting in a powerful search.   
 
1.30 Examples of Enhanced Subject Headings 
 
Given the Search "HIV", and selection of the Search by Enhanced Subject Headings, the 
software might yield:   
 
         Select from Exact Enhanced Subject Headings "HIV".   
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  ( ) HIV (20)  
  ( ) HIV-1 (2)  
  ( ) AIDS Dementia Complex (0)  
         = HIV DEMENTIA  
         = HIV ENCEPHALOPATHY  
         = HIV-ASSOCIATED COGNITIVE MOTOR COMPLEX  
         = HIV-1-ASSOCIATED COGNITIVE MOTOR COMPLEX  
  ( ) HIV Core Protein p24 (0)  
  ( ) HIV Enhancer (0)  
  ( ) HIV Envelope Protein gp120 (0)  
  ( ) HIV Envelope Protein gp160 (0)  
  ( ) HIV Envelope Protein gp41 (0)  
  ( ) HIV Integrase (0)  
  ( ) HIV Long Terminal Repeat (0)  
  ( ) HIV Protease (0)  
  ( ) HIV-1 Reverse Transcriptase (0)  
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  [Next]  [Help]  [Main]  [Holdings]  [Define]  [Explode]  
   
The primary term is positioned to the right of the radio button.  To the right of the primary term is a 
citation count in parentheses.  Secondary terms are sometimes positioned under the primary 
term.  The secondary terms are indented and start with an equal sign.  Primary term AIDS 
Dementia Complex has four secondary terms associated with it, and it is these secondary terms 
that matched the Search phrase "HIV."  
 
Once a term is selected, a push button function (bottom of the window) takes action.  Next and 
Previous page between the matching terms.  Search returns to the Main Search window.  
Holdings makes a brief stop at the Qualifiers window (see the early discussion on Qualifiers), 
then continues onto the Holdings Selection window.   
 
The two unique functions of this search function are Define and Explode.  Define displays the 
definition and notes for a term, and offers an additional function Tree.  Tree portrays the 
relationship between a selected term, and more basic and more refined related terms.  
 
Explode traverses the MeSH trees related to a selected term, finding related terms which have 
citations.   
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1.31 MeSH Definitions 
 
Continuing with the HIV search, if HIV -1 is selected from the MeSH search, and function Define is 
invoked, then the software yields:   
 
                              HIV-1  
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
B4.820.650.589.650.350.400          B4.909.777.731.589.650.350.400  
  
                      [online note]  
  a species of HIV; infection: coord IM with AIDS (IM) or other  
  specific HIV infect (IM)  
  
                      [history note]  
  89  
  
                      [mesh scope notes]  
  The type species of LENTIVIRUS and widely recognized as the  
  etiologic agent acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS).  
  It is characterized by its cytopathic effect and affinity for  
  the T4-lymphocyte.   
  
  See related:   
  Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome  
 ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 [Main]  [Subjects]  [Tree]  [Explode]    
   
The B4 identifiers are the two MeSH Tree values that will be obvious in the forthcoming Tree 
display.  Note the "See related", which is a See Also reference.  Thus, function Explode would 
also query Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome.   
 
1.32 MeSH Tree 
 
Choosing function Tree results in the following display:   
 
                  Display MeSH Tree HIV-1  
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Viruses (56)                           B4  
 RNA Viruses (6)                       B4.820  
  Retroviridae (13)                    B4.820.650  
   Lentivirus (0)                      B4.820.650.589  
    Lentiviruses, Primate (0)          B4.820.650.589.650  
     HIV (20)                          B4.820.650.589.650.350  
      HIV-1 (2)                        B4.820.650.589.650.350.400  
  
Viruses (56)                           B4  
 Vertebrate Viruses (Non MeSH) (1)     B4.909  
  RNA Viruses (6)                      B4.909.777  
   Retroviridae (13)                   B4.909.777.731  
    Lentivirus (0)                     B4.909.777.731.589  
     Lentiviruses, Primate (0)         B4.909.777.731.589.650  
      HIV (20)                         B4.909.777.731.589.650.350  
       HIV-1 (2)                   B4.909.777.731.589.650.350.400  
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  [Main]  [Subjects]  [Define]  [Explode] 
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The MeSH Tree demonstrates the current codification of terms in a hierarchical manner.  Similar 
to the other search software, the number in parentheses is a citation count.   
 
If the search was for "Lentiviruses, Primate", then function Tree also shows more discrete terms, 
i.e., terms which fall within "Lentiviruses, Primate":   
 
           Display MeSH Tree Lentiviruses, Primate  
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Viruses (56)                       B4  
 RNA Viruses (6)                   B4.820  
  Retroviridae (13)                B4.820.650  
   Lentivirus (0)                  B4.820.650.589  
    Lentiviruses, Primate (0)      B4.820.650.589.650  
     HIV (20)                      B4.820.650.589.650.350  
      HIV-1 (2)                    B4.820.650.589.650.350.400  
      HIV-2 (2)                    B4.820.650.589.650.350.410  
     SIV (0)                       B4.820.650.589.650.800  
  
Viruses (56)                       B4  
 Vertebrate Viruses (Non MeSH) (1) B4.909  
  RNA Viruses (6)                  B4.909.777  
   Retroviridae (13)               B4.909.777.731  
    Lentivirus (0)                 B4.909.777.731.589  
     Lentiviruses, Primate (0)     B4.909.777.731.589.650  
      HIV (20)                     B4.909.777.731.589.650.350  
       HIV-1 (2)                   B4.909.777.731.589.650.350.400  
       HIV-2 (2)                   B4.909.777.731.589.650.350.410  
      SIV (0)                       B4.909.777.731.589.650.800  
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  [Main]  [Subjects]  [Define]  [Explode]  [Help] 
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1.33 Function Explode Concept and Options 
 
Explode optionally includes the MeSH See Related (Also) terms for possible citations for the 
targeted term.  Any related terms with citations are displayed with a multiple selection feature.  
Furthermore, Explode may gather the ascending terms toward the root term.  Both of these 
options are determined by the Search Properties settings.  Consider the term HIV in 1999 MeSH:   
 
 Viruses  
  RNA Viruses  
   Retroviridae  
    Lentivirus  
     Lentiviruses, Primate  
      HIV  
       HIV-1  
       HIV-2  
  
 Viruses  
  Vertebrate Viruses  
   RNA Viruses  
    Retroviridae  
     Lentivirus  
      Lentiviruses, Primate  
       HIV  
        HIV-1  
        HIV-2  
   
 HIV's See related:   
 Receptors, HIV  
 Reverse Transcriptase Inhibitors  
 
Another system's Explode might only take the targeted term HIV and its descendants HIV-1 and 
HIV-2.  This system's Explode can optionally allow all of the ascendants:   
 
Viruses  
 
  RNA Viruses  
   Retroviridae  
    Lentivirus  
     Lentiviruses, Primate  
   
 Viruses  
  Vertebrate Viruses  
   RNA Viruses  
    Retroviridae  
     Lentivirus  
      Lentiviruses, Primate 
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and can optionally include the two See Related terms  
 
     Receptors, HIV  
     Reverse Transcriptase Inhibitors  
   
for a powerful exploration of the literature.   
 
 
1.34 Function Explode Examples 
 
Employing function Explode results in the Subject Selection display for terms with citations.  
Terms without citations are skipped.   
 
       Select from Exploded Subject HIV-1  
----------------------------------------------- 
  [ ] Viruses (56)  
  [ ] RNA Viruses (6)  
  [ ] Retroviridae (13)  
  [ ] HIV (20)  
  [ ] HIV-1 (2)  
  [ ] Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (228)  
----------------------------------------------- 
  [All]  [Help]  [Main]  [Holdings]  
   
which then behaves as a standard Subject Heading Function Selection.  Viruses through HIV-1 
are from the MeSH tree, while Vertebrate Viruses and Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome are 
MeSH "See Related" references.   
 
Using the ongoing example of the term "Lentiviruses, Primate", its explosion includes descendant 
terms HIV through HIV -2.   
 
 Select from Exploded Subject Lentiviruses, Primate  
  [ ] Viruses (56)  
  [ ] RNA Viruses (6)  
  [ ] Retroviridae (13)  
  [ ] HIV (20)  
  [ ] HIV-1 (2)  
  [ ] HIV-2 (2)  
--------------------------------------------------------- 
  [All]  [Help]  [Main]  [Holdings]  
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2 Patron Account Functions 
 
 
 
2.1 Overview to Patron Login 
 
 
Patrons must first identify themselves before creating an Interest Notification profile or reviewing 
or editing Personal data such as loans, fines, addresses, etc.   
 
 
2.2 Patron Login 
 
 

 
 
 
2.3 Fields:  Patron Login 
 
 
 
2.3.1 Field 1 System Message:   65 characters, multiple, display only 
 
Purpose:  To identify the purpose of the patron log in. This window is used by many modules of 
the library system.  The message in this field should assist the user in understanding why this 
window is being presented.   
 
2.3.2 Field 2 Function Keys 
 
2.3.3 Field 3 Patron Identifier:   40 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To identify the patron prior to the patron applying a password.   
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Format:   
 
     - the patron's name as Last,First;   
   
     - if the patron has a library card, then the bar code itself  
       or the decoded bar code values (usually printed above or  
       below the bar code itself);   
  
     - at some libraries, the patron's social security number may  
       be used;   
   
     - any additional identification number which the library  
       knows.   
 
2.3.4 Field 4 Password:   20 characters, silent, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the password for this patron.   
 
Format:  The form should be any combination of letters and numbers without punctuation.  It must 
be at least three characters long.   
 
If the patron does not have a distinct password for the library, then any of the following values will 
function as the patron's password:   
 
     - if the patron has a library card, then the bar code itself  
       or the decoded bar code values (usually printed above or  
       below the bar code itself);   
  
     - at some libraries, the patron's social security number may  
       be used;   
   
     - any additional identification number which the library  
       knows.   
   
But, if the patron used any of the above values in the Name field, then the value cannot be used 
as the password.   
 
2.3.5 Field 5 Ok, Cancel, or Help:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  Ok will apply the values to the database and exit the window.  Cancel will reject the 
changes and exit the window.  Help will invoke the hypertext for this window.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Ok 
Cancel 
Help
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2.4 Overview to Interest Notification 
 
Interest Notification creates a patron interest profile.  The profile has two components:  subject 
headings of interest and serial titles of interest.  When a new work arrives at the library and it 
matches a patron's interest, then the patron receives notification of that new work.  For example, 
if a patron has an interest in new works regarding HIV, the patron may select the subject HIV and 
optionally all of its related subjects (e.g., HIV-1, HIV-2, etc.).  If a patron desires to read the 
journal CELL as soon as it arrives, the patron may specify journal CELL issue notification.   
 
This window is available from the catalog Main Search windows.  Pressing the push button 
Interest Notification results in patrons identifying themselves, and then editing the interest lists.   
 
Currently, all notification is done by e-mail.   
 
 
2.5 Interest Notification 
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2.6 Fields:  Interest Notification 
 
2.6.1 Field 1 Patron Name:   75 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To identify the patron by the patron's individual name or corporate name.   
 
Format:  An individual's name formats to last name, followed by a comma, followed by the first 
name.  A corporate name is simply free text.   
 
Discussion:  An individual's name may include a middle name or initial.  The name may be in any 
combination of upper and lower case letters.   
 
   Examples:   STODDARD,ROGER  
               Stoddard,Roger  
               Stoddard,Roger W.   
               STODDARD,ROGER WARREN  
   
   Examples of corporate names:   
               CyberTools Inc  
               ILL Boston Public Library  
 
2.6.2 Field 2 Function Keys 
 
2.6.3 Field 3 E-mail Address:   50 characters, multiple, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the patron e-mail address(es). Notification is delivered by e-mail.   
 
Format:  The e-mail address should have the form where there are some letters and/or numbers 
followed by the "at" symbol which is then followed by the host mail server.   
 
Discussion:  The e-mail address typically is made up of a User ID and a mail server address 
separated by an "at" symbol.   
 
   Examples:  doe_j@gum.com  
              123@hotmail.com  
 
2.6.4 Field 4 Exact Word(s):   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  Exact Word(s) restricts the search to finding works with all of the Search word(s).  The 
software might convert the words from plural to singular, correct for diphthongs, and a few other 
simple corrections to improve the search.  This is referred to as normalization, or normalizing the 
search.  A work has to contain all of the words exactly, but not in order.  For example, if the 
search is "low back pain", then any work with "low back pain" or "pain, low back" would find its 
way into the Search Results.  Conversely, "lower back pain" would not qualify for Search Results.   
 
If Exact Word(s) is deselected, then the software finds every word variation found in the database 
for each token in the Search.  For example, given the terms "low back pain", the software will now 
find "lower" and "back" and "pain", "lower" and "backache" and "painful", etc.   
 
Format:  It is a check box selection. Toggle the check on or off with a mouse click, or by pressing 
the space bar.   
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 
Menu Values: 
Exact Word(s) 
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2.6.5 Field 5 New Titles Notification Mode:   mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To select between receiving no notification, notification for all new titles, or notification 
of works which match specified subject headings.  Item "Specify subjects for title notification" 
allows the entry of a patron's specific subject headings of interest.   
 
Format:  It is a radio button selection.   
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 
Menu Values: 
Send notice for all new titles 
Do not send any notification 
Specify subjects for title notification 
 
 
2.6.6 Field 6 Clear All Subjects:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To remove all of the previously selected subject headings.   
 
Format:  It is a push button selection via a mouse click or toggling the button with the space bar.   
 
2.6.7 Field 7 Subject:   60 characters, mandatory 
 
Purpose:  To specify a subject heading of interest. When a new work arrives at the library, and 
one of its subject headings matches a subject heading of interest, then a notification message is 
sent announcing the work's title, authors, notes, and subject headings.   
 
Format:  Specify a term which might be in the subject headings database.  All matching terms are 
displayed in a pop-up window for selection.   
 
Discussion:   
 
A large number of subjects many be selected.  The patron may enter any number of words to 
match, and may specify expanding the words via the Expand check box field found elsewhere on 
the window.   
 
The software matches terms to the patron's entry, and presents the matches in a pop-up window.  
Individual terms may be selected by toggling each term's check box with either a mouse click or 
by pressing the space bar.  If all of the terms in the window are desired, the patron may toggle the 
push button All.  Push button Ok closes the window and applies the selections to the patron's list 
of subject headings of interest.   
 
Selecting either push button Next or Previous will page between matched subject headings.  
Push button Cancel closes the window and ignores any of that window's selection activity.  Help 
will present this information.   
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For example, if a patron enters "HIV" and presses the next object key, either the Enter or Tab 
key, then the software will present a pop-up window similar to the following:   
 
   ---------Select from Subject "HIV". Page 1------------ 
   | [ ] HIV                                            |  
   | [ ] HIV-1                                          |  
   | [ ] AIDS Dementia Complex                          |  
   |        = HIV DEMENTIA                              |  
   |        = HIV ENCEPHALOPATHY                        |  
   |        = HIV-ASSOCIATED COGNITIVE MOTOR COMPLEX    |  
   |        = HIV-1-ASSOCIATED COGNITIVE MOTOR COMPLEX  |  
   | [ ] HIV Core Protein p24                           |  
   | [ ] HIV Enhancer                                   |  
   | [ ] HIV Envelope Protein gp120                     |  
   | [ ] HIV Envelope Protein gp160                     |  
   | [ ] HIV Envelope Protein gp41                      |  
   | [ ] HIV Integrase                                  |  
   | [ ] HIV Long Terminal Repeat                       |  
   | [ ] HIV Protease                                   |  
   | [ ] HIV-1 Reverse Transcriptase                    |  
   ------------------------------------------------------ 
   | [Next]  [Ok]  [Cancel]  [These]  [Help]            |  
   ------------------------------------------------------ 
 
2.6.8 Field 8 Subject Explosion:    
 
Purpose:  Given the subject heading on the current row, then this function will display all subject 
headings related to it for the purpose of selecting additional subject headings.   
 
Format:  It is a push button selection followed by one or more pop-up windows of related terms.  
The pop-up display is similar to the subject headings pop-up display.   
 
Discussion:  Some subjects, such as Medical Subject Headings (MeSH), have a database of 
related terms.  These terms might relate to the current term either vertically (a hierarchical 
relationship) or horizontally (such as a See Related or a See Also).  Explode makes the computer 
work for the patron by revealing these associated terms and allowing the patron to easily select 
them.   
 
Note that if a term is associated with the current term but has already been selected, then the 
term is not redundantly displayed in the Exploded terms.   
 
2.6.9 Field 9 Notify for All Journal Issues:   mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To select among receiving no notification, notification for all new serial issues, or 
notification for a specific serial title.  Item "Specify subjects for title notification" allows the entry of 
specific serial titles.   
 
Format:  It is a radio button selection.   
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 
Menu Values: 
Send notice for all new journal issues 
Do not send any notification 
Specify journal titles for issue notification 
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2.6.10 Field 10 Clear All Journal Titles:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To remove all of the previously selected serial titles of interest.   
 
Format:  This is a push button selection.   
 
2.6.11 Field 11 Journal Titles:   60 characters, multiple, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the journal names which should generate an e-mail message to the patron 
when the issue arrives.   
 
Format:  It is any portion of a journal's title. For example, "NE ENG JOU" would find the New 
England Journal of Medicine, should the library subscribe to it.   
 
2.6.12 Field 12 Ok, Cancel, or Help:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  Ok will apply the values to the database and exit the window.  Cancel will reject the 
changes and exit the window.  Help will invoke the hypertext for this window.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Ok 
Cancel 
Help
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2.7 Overview to Patron's Own Account Inquiry and Edit 
 
A patron uses the Patron's Own Account Inquiry and Edit window to display of basic patron 
information such as name, addresses, phone numbers, social security number, and e-mail 
addresses.  The status of fines and loans may also be displayed with an option to show detail.  
The patron may also change the patron's password.   
 
 
2.8 Patron's Own Account Edit, Inquiry, & Renew 
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2.9 Fields:  Patron's Own Account Edit, Inquiry, & Renew 
 
 
 
2.9.1 Field 1 Overdue Loans Fines:   8 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the fine total of all Overdue Loans.   
 
2.9.2 Field 2 Overdue Loans Count:   4 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the total number of Overdue Loans.   
 
2.9.3 Field 3 Fines Not Paid:   8 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the total monetary amount of all Fines Not Paid.   
 
2.9.4 Field 4 Lost and Damaged:   8 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the total amount of all the items that were Lost or Damaged.   
 
2.9.5 Field 5 Conditional Return Count:   4 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the total number of Conditional Returns.   
 
2.9.6 Field 6 Count of Fines Not Paid:   4 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the total number of Fines Not Paid.   
 
2.9.7 Field 7 Count of Recalled Loans:   4 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the total number of Recalled Loans.   
 
2.9.8 Field 8 Loans Count:   4 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the total number of Loans.   
 
2.9.9 Field 9 Holds Waiting Count:   4 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the total number of Holds Waiting.   
 
2.9.10 Field 10 Holds Pending Count:   4 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the total number of Holds Pending.   
 
2.9.11 Field 11 Claimed Returned Count:   4 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the total number of items claimed returned.   
 
2.9.12 Field 12 Lost and Damaged Count:   4 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the total number of items Lost or Damaged.   
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2.9.13 Field 13 Patron Expiration Date:   11 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify the date that the patron record will expire.   
 
Format:  It is any valid date. The date must not precede the Valid Date.   
 
Discussion:  The expiration date may be entered in a variety of ways.  Unless otherwise specified, 
the current year is assumed.   
 
   Examples:  01/12  
              01/13/99  
              01/14/1999  
              02/28/2000  
 
2.9.14 Field 14 Patron Number:   6 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  This field displays the patron's database identification number.  This value can be 
entered in the look up window to edit this patron's record.   
 
Format:  This value cannot be modified.   
 
2.9.15 Field 15 Function Keys 
 
2.9.16 Field 16 Patron Name:   64 characters, mandatory 
 
Purpose:  To identify the patron by the patron's individual name or corporate name.   
 
Format:  An individual's name formats to last name, followed by a comma, followed by the first 
name.  A corporate name is simply free text.   
 
Discussion:  An individual's name may include a middle name or initial.  The name may be in any 
combination of upper and lower case letters.   
 
   Examples:   STODDARD,ROGER  
               Stoddard,Roger  
               Stoddard,Roger W.   
               STODDARD,ROGER WARREN  
   
   Examples of corporate names:   
               CyberTools Inc  
               ILL Boston Public Library  
 
2.9.17 Field 17 Title:   10 characters 
 
Purpose:  To specify the patron title information such as Dr., Ms., etc.   
 
Format:  The individual's title may contain any combination of letters, numbers, and punctuation.   
 
Discussion:  An individual's title may be used to capture titles such as Mr., Ms., Dr., etc.   
 
   Examples:   Dr.   
               Ms.   
               Capt.   
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2.9.18 Field 18 Patron Suffix:   10 characters 
 
Purpose:  To specify the Patron Suffix which contains information such as Jr., Sr., M.D., etc.   
 
Format:  The patron suffix field may contain any combination of letters, numbers, and 
punctuation.   
 
   
   Examples:  III  
              Jr.   
              Sr.   
              M.D.   
 
2.9.19 Field 19 Social Security Number:   11 characters 
 
Purpose:  To specify a unique Social Security Number for each patron.   
 
Format:  The social security number format is NNN-NN-NNNN. The format NNNNNNNNN is also 
acceptable since the dashes are automatically inserted.  The social security number may not 
duplicate a number currently on file for some other patron.   
 
   Examples:  324-48-9482  
              497-70-0265  
 
2.9.20 Field 20 Patron Local Address:   30 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the Patron's Local Address.  It may be a street address or a mail stop.   
 
Format:  This field may have any combination of letters, punctuation, and numbers.   
 
   Examples:  1916 17th St., NW #309  
              4233 MERCIER STREET  
 
2.9.21 Field 21 Patron Local Zip/Postal Code:   10 characters 
 
Purpose:  To specify the Patron's Local Zip or Postal Code.   
 
Format:  The zip code format is NNNNN or NNNNN-NNNN.  The postal code format is A** *** 
where A is an alphabetic character and * is any alpha-numeric character.  
 
Discussion:  The entry of the zip or postal code may cause a default value for the city and the 
state or province to be presented.   
 
2.9.22 Field 22 Patron Local City:   17 characters 
 
Purpose:  To specify the Patron's Local City.   
 
Format:  The patron local city may contain any combination of letters, numbers, and punctuation.   
 
   Examples:  NEW YORK  
              New York  
              ST. LOUIS 
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2.9.23 Field 23 Patron Local State or Province:   3 characters 
 
Purpose:  To identify the Patron's Local State or Province.   
 
Format:  The state format is two uppercase letters that are a valid state code.  This field is a table 
look up.   
 
2.9.24 Field 24 Patron Local Phone:   19 characters 
 
Purpose:  To identify the patron's local phone number.   
 
Format:  The patron's phone number formats to NNN NNN-NNNN or (NNN) NNN-NNNN.  The 3 
digit area code is optional.   
 
Discussion:  The phone number may or may not include the area code.  The area code may or 
may not be enclosed in parentheses.  The area code is always followed by the exchange, 
followed by a hyphen, and finally by a four digit number.   
 
   Examples:  (202) 625-2999  
              202 232-2334  
              625-2999  
 
2.9.25 Field 25 Patron Home Address:   30 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the Patron's Home Address.  It may be the street or post office box.   
 
Format:  It may contain any combination of letters, numbers, and punctuation.   
 
   Examples:  1916 17th St., NW # 309  
              4233 MERCIER STREET  
 
2.9.26 Field 26 Patron Home Zip or Postal Code:   10 characters 
 
Purpose:  To specify the Patron's Home Zip or Postal Code.   
 
Format:  The zip code format is NNNNN or NNNNN-NNNN whereas the postal code is A** *** 
where A is an alphabetic character and * is an alpha-numeric character.   
 
Discussion:  The entry of the zip or postal code may cause a default value for the city and the 
state to be presented.   
 
2.9.27 Field 27 Patron Home City:   17 characters 
 
Purpose:  To specify the Patron's Home City.   
 
Format:  It may contain any combination of letters, numbers, or punctuation.   
 
   Examples:  NEW YORK  
              New York  
              ST. LOUIS 
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2.9.28 Field 28 Patron Home State or Province:   3 characters 
 
Purpose:  To identify the Patron's Home State or Province.   
 
Format:  The format is two uppercase letters that are a valid code.  This is a table look up.   
 
     Example:  MA for Massachusetts  
                    
 
 
2.9.29 Field 29 Patron Home Phone:   19 characters 
 
Purpose:  To identify the patron's home phone number.   
 
Format:  The patron's phone number formats to NNN NNN-NNNN or (NNN) NNN-NNNN.  The 3 
digit area code is optional.   
 
Discussion:  The phone number may or may not include the area code.  The area code may or 
may not be enclosed in parentheses.  The area code is always followed by the exchange, 
followed by a hyphen, and finally by a four digit number.   
 
   Examples:  (202) 625-2999  
              202 232-2334  
              625-2999  
 
2.9.30 Field 30 E-mail Address:   50 characters, multiple, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the patron e-mail address(es).   
 
Format:  The e-mail address should have the form where there are some letters and/or numbers 
followed by the "at" symbol which is then followed by the host mail server.   
 
Discussion:  The e-mail address typically is made up of a User ID and a mail server address 
separated by an "at" symbol.   
 
   Examples:  doe_j@gum.com  
              123@hotmail.com  
 
2.9.31 Field 31 Advance Due Reminder:   2 characters 
 
Purpose:  To specify the number of days in Advance of a Due Date to e-mail a reminder to the 
patron.   
 
Format:  It is any positive integer.  
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2.9.32 Field 32 Patron Functions:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To determine the control of the window.   
 
Format:  It is a push button selection.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Show Detail 
Renew 
Cancel Holds 
Change Password 
Ok 
Cancel 
Help 
 
 
Discussion:   
 
Function [Show Detail] itemizes the summarized account data by displaying the data in a 
dependent child window.   
 
Function [Renew] displays all loans which are not overdue for the purpose of renewing the loan.   
 
Function [Cancel Holds] displays all current holds for the patron.  Individual holds may then be 
cancelled.   
 
Function [Change Password] invokes a window that verifies the current password, accepts a new 
password, and verifies the new password.   
 
Function [Ok] files the data to the patron database, then closes the window.   
 
Function [Cancel] discards any changes to the data and then closes the window.   
 
Function [Help] offers assistance for this window, from function keys to content.  
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2.10 Overview to Change Password for a Patron's Account 
 
This child window assumes that a patron has been selected and allows the password of that 
patron to be changed.  The old password is validated and then the new password may be entered 
and validated.   
 
 
2.11 Change Password 
 
 

 
 
 
2.12 Fields:  Change Password 
 
 
 
2.12.1 Field 1 Old Password:   20 characters, mandatory, silent  
 
Purpose:  To validate against the current password.   
 
Format:  It is any combination of numbers and letters.   
 
Note:  Since the password may not be seen on the window, it may be a good practice to press 
the Remove Line key when preparing to re-enter a password after an error.   
 
2.12.2 Field 2 New Password:   20 characters, mandatory, silent  
 
Purpose:  To specify the new password to be used.   
 
Format:  It is any combination of letters and numbers.   
 
Note:  Since the password may not be seen on the window, it may be a good practice to press 
the Remove Line key when preparing to re-enter a password after an error.  
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2.12.3 Field 3 New Password Verification:   20 characters, mandatory, silent 
 
Purpose:  To specify the new password for verification  
 
Format:  It is any combination of letters and numbers.   
 
Note:  Since the password may not be seen on the window, it may be a good practice to press 
the Remove Line key when preparing to re-enter a password after an error.   
 
2.12.4 Field 4 OK and Cancel Button:    
 
Purpose:  To control the window.   
 
Format:  It is a push button selection.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Ok 
Cancel 
 
 
Discussion:   
 
Ok copies the password change to the password database and closes the window.   
 
Cancel discards any changes and closes the window.   
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